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Nicholas Dashboard

Nicholas Dashboard
Nicholas Pyers

THANKS TRISH

T rish Ho has been the Editor-in-Chief of the 
AppleUsers Spotlight, as well as our page layout 
person since our first issue. Like all the team 

working on the Spotlight, Trish has volunteered her 
time and efforts to produce each issue… and without 
Trish’s huge efforts over the last 18 months, the Spotlight 
would never have become the quality publication it has 
become.

She has been the driving force behind many of the 
processes we now have in place to ensure a team that is 
spread across the country, and around the globe, works 
smoothly together.

Unfortunately for us, but for Trish it is good news, 
she now has new job with a new employer and her 
responsibilities their have increased and so she can’t 
dedicate the time needed to work on the Spotlight to 
the high level she’d like. Fortunately, Trish had already 
arranged for the students of CATC to take on the page 
layout and design work, so that aspect of her role has 
been passed on to very capable hands. 

Trish will still be around as a “special advisor” and 
meanwhile we wish her all the best in her new job.

1PASSWORD & KNOX GIVEAWAY
The last weekend of November saw the United States 

celebrate Thanksgiving and as part of their celebrations 
they have massive sales similar to Australia’s Boxing 
Day sales. Most companies, Apple included, offer quite 
reasonable discounts off their products. However, Agile 
Web Solutions had an interesting promotion—They 
allowed their existing customers to gift up to three 
copies of 1Password for Mac or Windows or Knox, if they 
already owned a copy.  eg owners of 1Password for Mac 
could gift the Mac version, but not the Windows version. 
Then those people who received gifts were also able to 
gift three copies and so it continued. Agile also provided 
bonus gifts of two ebooks; Take Control of Thanksgiving 
and Take Control of Mac OS X Password to everyone who 
participated in the holiday celebrations.

Many subscribers to the Spotlight-Announce mailing 
list and various members of a couple of Apple User 
Groups helped one another out by gifting copies—a 
great example of Apple Users helping out other Apple 
Users.  ps: We’ll welcome reviews of 1Password and Knox 
for the next issue of the Spotlight 

If you missed out on a gifted copy, you can still 
download a fully functional, 30-day trial to evaluate 
before purchasing.
1Password
Knox

SPOTLIGHT-DISCUSS MAILING LIST
Last issue we launched the Spotlight-Announce 

mailing list so readers could be informed when new 
issues of the Spotlight were released and of occasional 
special offers. Recent feedback and the logistics of co-
ordinating the gifting of 1Password licenses has meant 
that we now also see a need for an open discussion list 
where readers can post comments about the Spotlight 
and ask questions relevant to Apple Products. Again, 
subscription is free and open to all readers of the 
AppleUsers Spotlight.
Subscribe to Spotlight-Discuss

The Spotlight-Announce mailing list will remain as a 
separate, moderated list for announcing new Spotlight 
issues, plus the announcement of “subscriber-only” 
contests and discount offers.

SEASON’S GREETINGS
We wish all our readers and their families a happy 
holiday season and we look forward to seeing you 
all again in the new year. Our next issue will be the 
Feb/Mar 2011 one and we expect to have it out late 
February.

SIGN UP FOR SPOTLIGHT-ANNOUNCE LIST  
SO YOU DON’T MISS OUT 

http://www.takecontrolbooks.com/thanksgiving
http://www.takecontrolbooks.com/passwords-macosx
http://agilewebsolutions.com/onepassword
http://agilewebsolutions.com/products/Knox
http://www.appleusers.org/lists/
http://www.appleusers.org/lists
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Why Create Your Own Pages Template

Why Create Your Own Pages Template
Pam Doughty

T EMPLATES PROVIDE A STARTING POINT. You can 
alter ALL images, replace ALL text, move the 
location and size of the images or delete them 

entirely. If you alter a template significantly consider 
saving it for re-use as a new template.

Unlike some other applications when you open 
a Template in Pages and then perform a Save As 
Template... you do not replace the original Template but 
a new template is added to a folder on your hard disk 
called “My Templates”. The new template will then be 
available for your selection from Pages’ Choose Template 
screen.

But Templates are not just examples of where to place 
text and locations for your photographs they include 
other less obvious but vitally important attributes.

Create your preferred font in a Template
Commence by selecting a default Blank template and 

before making any changes look at a few key areas.
For Example: The font shown below

Are you happy with the ‘default font’ — Helvetica at 
12 point. If not, select another font and size from the drop 
down choices. For this exercise select any font.

I selected Avant Garde and 14 point then typed 
some text. Now from the View Button select Show Styles 
Drawer to give 

Make sure your cursor is flashing somewhere within 
the text that you types.

Having altered the font the style called Body in the 
Paragraph Styles area will be highlighted indicating that 
your text has a Style — Body. It will also have a small red 
down-facing arrow to the right, indicating that the actual 
style of your paragraph differs from what the current 
template has assigned for Body.

Click and hold the down-facing arrow and there will 
be a choice of options

The option required at this point is Redefine Style 
from Selection. This will change Body so that is has the 
font you have chosen (in my case Avant Garde 14 pt). 
You can now delete the sample text as it has served its 
purpose.

You COULD change all the other styles however if you 
are going to use your new template to produce letters 
and simple reports your job is almost finished as you will 
probably only use one style — Body.
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Changing Document Layout
Before you save your template look at the first tab 

in the Document Inspector — Document. This is where 
the margins left, right, top and bottom are defined. The 
default of 2 cm (or a little over 3/4 of an inch) may not be 
suitable. If not change them. You may or may not want 
Headers and Footers on each page. You don’t have to 
change anything here but it is good to know where to go 
if you do want to make these changes.

Saving your Template
All that remains is to select File>Save as Template… 

(be careful here — you need to look down near the foot 
of the File drop down menu).

The dialogue box one the next page will be shown.

The dialogue box should show the location of your 
template as a folder called My Templates. That is where 
you should be saving your new Template and where you 
should keep any other templates obtained from others. It 
is located as follows: your user folder /Library/Application 
Support/iWork/Pages/Templates/My Templates. *

As I started with a Blank template and changed 
the font to Avant Garde I named my template 
BlankAvantGarde. As the icon is blank the document 
name is your key to using the correct template next time 
you want to use it.

* NOTE: This article describes some of the changes 
you might want to make to the Blank template to create 
a document more suited to your needs. You do not have 
to save your sample document as a template. You could 
save it as a standard document — a pseudo-template. 
When you open a new document based on a template 
your new document will have the name Untitled and 
you will not alter your template. If you decide to use a 
standard document it is important to Save As... at the 
start otherwise you risk altering your pseudo-template.

http://www.macnotables.com
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Touch the exhibit

Melbourne Museum launches world-first  
museum iPad app 
MELBOURNE MUSEUM is one of the first museums in 
the world to launch an ipad app that lets users get up 
close and personal with museum exhibits.

M elbourne Museum celebrates its tenth birthday 
with new exhibitions and a whole new way of 
sharing and exploring its amazing galleries and 

rich collections. Please touch the exhibit lets users take 
an intriguing closer look at some of the treasures that are 
on show at Melbourne Museum and in Museum Victoria’s 
collection of more than 16 million items. 

“The iPad is a fantastic tool for learning and offers a new 
and incredibly rich, engaging way for people all around 
the world to interact with our Museum”, said Timothy Hart, 
Museum Victoria’s Director of Information, Multimedia 
and Technology. 

“We’re really delighted to be celebrating the Museum’s 
tenth birthday with a glimpse of how new technologies 
might shape the way we experience museums in the future.”

Please touch the exhibit takes users on a tour through 
ten different Melbourne Museum experiences. The app 
gives virtual visitors an entirely new museum experience, 
taking them inside the glass display cases and creating 
opportunities to interact with an assortment of museum 
objects.

Along the way users will encounter multiple screens 
and activities that let them explore some of Melbourne 
Museum’s iconic objects including Phar Lap, Australia’s 
most famous horse, and the Museum’s massive skeleton 
of a blue whale – as well as some of the less well known, 
such as fragile birds eggs and tiny, gemlike beetles. 

Other popular Museum experiences featured in 
Please touch the exhibit include Bunjilaka Aboriginal 
Cultural Centre, the Forest Gallery and the Melbourne 
Story exhibition.

“The app is built on our existing collections and 
exhibitions. We have so many great stories to tell, and 
the app’s rich visual content plus its extraordinary range 
of functionality makes for an entirely new and engaging 
museum experience,” said Jonny Brownbill, Museum 
Victoria’s Manager of Online Development.

“Please Touch is really about encouraging people to 
have a fresh take on museums and to re-connect with 
the many treasures we have here at Melbourne Museum,” 
added Brownbill.

Please touch the exhibit is developed by Museum 
Victoria with the support of Cloud 10, a Melbourne based 
communications agency specialising in the strategic 
development of applications and campaigns. 
Please touch the exhibit

http://museumvictoria.com.au/pleasetouch
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AppleUsers Contest for December 2010

OCTOBER’S 2010’S WINNERS

The Winners of October’s contest were;
 • TheMacBundles: T Drover of Kaleen, ACT.
 • Taking Your iPhone 4 to the Max (Published by 

Apress): C Laing of Point Vernon, QLD.
 • Mac OS X Snow Leopard for Power Users: Advanced 

Capabilities and Techniques (Published by Apress): R 
Slade of Raymond Terrace, NSW.

 • Take Control of iTunes 10: The FAQ: P Emery of 
Pakenham, VIC.

 • Take Control of PDFpen 5: M Jones of Cardiff, NSW.
 • Take Control of iPhone Basics, iOS 4 Edition: C 

Bullock of Petersham, NSW.
 • Take Control of Mail on the iPhone and iPod touch, 

iOS 4 Edition: J Rogers of West Wollongong, NSW.
 • The 5 Squiz Card packs: M Adam of Balwyn North, 

VIC.  C Cousins of Ashtonfield, NSW. T Trim of Kuranda, 
QLD.  P Kleist of Auburn, NSW. and P L’Huillier of 
Mount Beauty, VIC.

SUBSCRIBER-ONLY DRAW WINNER
 • PDFPen 5: R Goodhew of Adamstown, NSW

Congratulations to all our winners last month and 
best of luck to you all this month.

HOW TO ENTER 
Entering the AppleUsers Spotlight Contest is simple. 
Simply click on the link found below, enter in your name, 
suburb and email address, along with this month’s magic 
word and click Submit.
You also need to a resident of Australia and aged 13 or 
older to enter.
That’s it - You’re now entered into this month’s contest.

 
www.appleusers.org/contest

CONTEST CLOSES: 5pm AEST, January 14, 2011

December’s Magic Word is 
 “THANKS TRISH”

ENTER DECEMBER’S CONTEST

SUBSCRIBERS–Only Draw
Subscribe to the AppleUsers Spotlight-Announce Mailing 
List, to find out what the prize in the Subscribers Only 
Draw will be, and to get the Magic Word you’ll need to 
enter.

DECEMBER’S PRIZE POOL
We have a great selection of prizes available again this 
issue;

 • 1 x MacBundles (whatever the current bundle is 
available at time of the contest closing, or if there isn’t 
an active bundle, the next available bundle will be 
provided)

 • 1 x Mac Programming for Absolute Beginners 
(Published by Apress)

 • 1 x The Essential Guide to HTML5 (Published by 
Apress)

 • 1 x Take Control of Your Paperless Office
 • 1 x Take Control of Safari 5
 • 1 x Take Control of iPhone and iPod touch Networking 

& Security, iOS 4 Edition
 • 1 x Take Control of MobileMe
 • 5 x Squiz Card packs (each pack consisting of 50 Squiz 

Cards and a Squiz Dispenser)
 • Details about each individual prize can be found 

on the Contest Entry Page on the AppleUsers.org 
website.

AppleUsers Contest for December 2010

Decembers’s Magic Word is: Thanks Trish

http://www.appleusers.org/category/contest/
http://www.appleusers.org/lists/
http://www.appleusers.org/lists/
http://www.appleusers.org/contest/june-2010-contest/
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Charlestown Apple Store Opening

be with her friends and 
see what all the hype was 
about.

The next two people 
arrived at 12:30 and 
they were looking at 
purchasing the new 
Apple TV and some 
headphones. By 1:00pm 
the next three people 
had lined up. Then as 
mentioned Ben and I 
were #9 and #10, arriving 
at 2pm.

Arriving a few 
minutes after us 

was Lachie, a 12 year old primary school student, 
accompanied with his mum, Liz. They had driven from 
near Nelsons Bay, about an hour north of Newcastle, 
after Lachie had been to school that morning as he had a 
Maths test.

Charlestown Apple Store Opening
Nicholas Pyers 

Photos courtesy of Ben O’Malley

O ctober 21, 2010 (Australian time) was an extremely 
busy day for Apple—they held the Back to the Mac 
media event in Cupertino (see the Oct/Nov issue 

of the Spotlight for details) and here in Australia they also 
opened the latest Apple Retail Store at Charlestown, a 
suburb of Newcastle, approx two hours north of Sydney.

Despite having stayed up to watch the Back to 
the Mac video stream live, which commenced at 
4am Sydney time, and my been on a call to an other 
friend in Melbourne until after 7am discussing the 
announcements, Ben and I decided we’d spend the two 
hours driving up from Sydney to attend the Charlestown 
opening.

We arrived just before 2pm, three hours before the 
Grand Opening and despite the Charlestown Square 

Shopping Center been chock full of people (that day 
was also the Grand Opening of the new extension that 
contains the Apple Store, plus new modern cinema 
complex and an expanded food court)  we were 
pleasantly surprised to discover we were 9th and 10th 
in line (Don’t ask us who was #9 and #10—it’ll start the 
whole argument all over again. And yes, we had the same 
argument when we attended the Castle Hill opening)

First in line was Ryan, a 16 year old high school 
student, who along with two friends, Ambelee and Ari, 
had “finished school early” for the day to attend the 
opening, arriving at the center around Noon. Ryan had 
also stayed up to watch the the Back to the Mac event 
and was excited by the 11” Mac Book Air announcement, 
but already owns a 15” MacBook Pro, an iPhone 4 and an 
original Apple TV, so he didn’t really have any plans to 
purchase anything from the Apple Store that day, except 
perhaps a bumper for his iPhone.

Ambelee on the other hand was looking at upgrading 
her iPhone 3G to an iPhone 4, whilst Ari isn’t really 
interested in Apple stuff, but decided to come along to 

ITUNES
ON SALE!

www.itunesonsale.com.au

Australia's #1 site for iTunes gift card promotions and sales

ben@railstore.net
http://www.itunesonsale.com.au
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Charlestown Apple Store Opening

Lachie wasn’t allowed to watch the Back to the Mac 
keynote live that morning, so using his 32GB iPad with 
WiFi and his 13” MacBook he watched it while waiting in 
line and using Apple’s free WiFi hotspot.

By 3pm there were about 30 people queued, with us 
all getting some strange looks from the other shoppers… 
in part, because so many of us were sitting there using 
our MacBooks, iPads and iPhones, but mainly because 
they couldn’t understand why were lining up for the 
opening of a computer store!

What else are you to do when waiting in line for an 
Apple Store Opening?

The crowd was quite friendly and people talked 
quite happily to those in line with them and answering 
passerby’s questions.

By 4:00pm the queue had stretched out a couple 
hundred meters. 

Through out the afternoon we watched the staff 
getting last minute news and product information. Then 
around 4:45, the doors opened—Not to let us in, but 
rather for the staff to do one of their vibrant, hyped and 
incredibly loud laps around the queue, with a mass of 
blue tee-shirted people calling chants and high-fiving. 
I don’t think the shoppers at Charlestown Square knew 
what had arrived!

It took just under 5 minutes for the staff to complete 
the lap and then they returned inside the store, but 
continued the chants behind the glass windows.

Finally, 5pm was upon us and James the store 
manager came out, said a few words to the throng of 
people in the queue, and after the hyped-lap of honor, an 
almost equal number of incredulous onlookers. He then 
welcomes Ryan and ushered him in store… and the rest 
of us followed a few seconds later!

In just under an hour, over 1,000 people had passed 
through the doors… and people were still arriving after 
7:00pm, although they didn’t have to queue by this time!

The Apple Staff doing a lap 
greeting the faithful, just 

before the doors open
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Charlestown Apple Store Opening

Ryan, the first person 
in the queue, been 
welcomed by Store 
Manager, James
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Charlestown Apple Store Opening

Lachie admiring a MacPro; 
Contemplating an AppleTV and 

finally with his selection (Apple TV, 
HDMI cable and Snow Leopard

Entering the Apple Store, greeted by staff Customers greeted with Hi–Fives,  
or if required, Low-Fives!

Browse at your own pace Helpful staff always on hand to answer questions, 
or offer advise, when needed

Experience the product yourself Musings

You’re never too young to start learning 
about Apple products

“See, THIS is what an iPad can do! 
Can I pleassssse have one???”
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Keyboard Viewer
Sharon Zardetto  

<szardetto@szardetto.com>Use Keyboard Viewer to Type 
Special Characters

C HARACTER ENTRY? ISN’T THAT WHAT WE USED TO 
call “typing”? Yes, but how can you type characters 
that aren’t printed on your keyboard, or aren’t 

available at all through any key combination? There is of 
course the venerable PopChar X from Ergonis if you need 
to insert special characters frequently, but what if you 
need just the occasional copyright symbol, checkmark, 
cents sign, or does-not-equal symbol?

It turns out that Apple provides some useful character 
discovery and entry tools, and in this excerpt from  
“Take Control of Fonts in Snow Leopard,” I’ll share what 
you need to know about one of them: Keyboard Viewer.

If you’re interested in Mac OS X’s font handling in 
general, I hope you’ll take a look at the book, which has 
225 pages of details on font history and architecture; 
how fonts work in Mac OS X; how to organize fonts; how 
to deal with fonts from Adobe Creative Suite, Microsoft 
Office, and Apple’s iLife and iWork suites; and much more. 
It’s only US$15, and is the definitive book about fonts in 
Mac OS X.

TURN ON THE KEYBOARD AND CHARACTER VIEWERS
Mac OS X provides two text-input tools, Keyboard 

Viewer and Character Viewer, to help handle the 
problems resulting from three issues: not all characters 
are printed on your keys (where the heck is ©?); most 
accented characters need to be generated with a special 
key sequence; and many fonts have characters that can’t 
be typed with any key combination.

(Note that among the minor changes from Mac OS X 
10.5 Leopard to 10.6 Snow Leopard was the renaming 
of Character Palette to Character Viewer. When I refer to 
“Character Viewer,” translate that to “Character Palette” if 
you’re still using Leopard.)

Turn on the tools in Snow Leopard:
1. In the Keyboard system preference pane, click the  
 Keyboard button.
2. Check Show Keyboard & Character Viewer in Menu  
 Bar to put the Input menu in your menu bar with  
 both items listed.

Snow Leopard Font Tools

1. Turn on the tools in Leopard:
2. In the International preference pane, click the  
 Input Menu button.
3. Check Character Palette and Keyboard Viewer in  
 the list.
4. At the bottom of the window, check Show Input 
Menu In Menu Bar to add the Input menu to your 
menu bar. Checking items in the list populates 
the menu, which includes a shortcut back to the 
International preference pane.

Leopard Font Tools

http://www.ergonis.com/products/popcharx/
http://www.takecontrolbooks.com/snow-leopard-fonts?pt=TB1045
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C haracter Viewer is also available from several other 
places, in both Leopard and Snow Leopard. In the 
Finder, TextEdit, and other programs that strictly 

follow Apple guidelines, Edit> Special Characters opens 
Character Viewer. This command works whether or not 
you’ve added the Input menu to the menu bar.

If you have an Input menu for foreign language 
keyboards but haven’t put Keyboard Viewer and 
Character Viewer in the menu, the Special Characters 
command not only opens Character Viewer but also adds 
both Viewers to the menu.

KEYBOARD VIEWER’S FONT MENU
Not all evolution is an improvement, and that of 

the Keyboard Viewer is a case in point. The original 
version was useful for more than just finding accented 
characters; it had a Font menu so you could see where 
every character lived in each font. With all fonts assumed 
to be Unicode compliant, however, characters should be 
in the same place no matter what the font. By the time 
Leopard showed up, Keyboard Viewer lost its menu bar 
Font menu.

In Leopard, Keyboard Viewer has a pop-up Font 
menu (which is more likely short for “font mapping”), 
with choices limited to Standard, which shows character 
placement for the currently selected language and 
a short list of PiFonts - picture fonts - that Mac OS X 

considers worthy of the label. The screenshot below 
shows an example of Mac fonts that are so worthy; if you 
have Microsoft Office 2008, the list includes Bookshelf 
Symbol 7, Marlett, MS Reference Specialty, and MT Extra. 
Unfortunately, Keyboard Viewer is of no help if you’re 
using a picture font not listed - such as, oh, say that 
seldom-used, little-known Zapf Dingbats.

Picture Fonts

SNOW LEOPARD’S KEYBOARD VIEWER EVOLUTION 
GOES EVEN FURTHER: NO FONT MENU AT ALL!

Read The
Most Important 
Business Books
Of the Year 
In 30 Minutes

Freely available at:
www.bookrapper.com

http://www.bookrapper.com
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FIND OPTION CHARACTERS
Since the dawn of the Mac, we’ve been able to access up to four characters from each 
key on the keyboard: with and without the Shift key, with Option, and with Option-Shift. 
Many of the Option and Option-Shift characters - especially the ones you’re likely to use 
often - are easy to remember because some thought went into their placement: there’s 
often a relationship between at least one of the characters printed on a key and the 
Option or Option-Shift character.

You can check out the entire Option and Option-Shift character sets, and look up 
characters whose positions you can’t remember, with Keyboard Viewer: open it from the 
Input menu, and hold down Option or Option-Shift to see the characters those modifiers 
produce.

Click Keyboard Viewer keys, or just type, to enter a displayed character. The best 
approach, however, is to learn what key combinations produce the characters you use 
often, and use mnemonics like those in the table below to help remember them.

(Note that the key combinations in this table and described elsewhere in this section hold 
for only the U.S. keyboard. With a different input keyboard or a different Mac OS X system 
language, even some common characters can be in different places.)

Common Option and Option-Shift Characters
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TYPE ACCENTED LETTERS
The Mac has always provided an easy way to type a letter 
with one of five common accent marks 
(for use in words like déjà vu, naïve, rôle, and El Niño) 
through the use of dead keys: keys that don’t produce 
anything until you hit another key. The Mac’s dead keys are 
Option-key combinations, and typing a subsequent letter 
produces the accented letter:

1. Press the Option key combination that produces 
the accent.
The dead keys are only half-dead in Mac OS X, so 
you’ll see the accent in your text, with a squiggly 
line under it - or some other type of highlighting, 
depending on the program - to signify that you must 
type another letter.
2. Type the letter to be accented.
Accenting is restricted to certain letters - you can’t just 
put an umlaut on the letter x because you feel like it. 
The accents and their key combinations are as follows 
in this screenshot:

Accent Key Combinations

To get é, for example, all you have to do is press 
Option-e for the acute accent and then type e. The final 
accented letter is a single character generated from what 
you typed, so a single backspace erases it.

Using dead keys is just a clever way to type characters 
that are otherwise unavailable from the keyboard. You 
could enter é in other ways - through Character Viewer, 

Accent keys in Keyboard Viewer

for instance, or with a foreign language keyboard - but 
why bother when this method is so easy?

When you need one of these accents but can’t 
remember the key combination, Keyboard Viewer can 
help. It shows both the accent keys and the accentable 
letters, as shown in this screenshot.

Holding down Option in Keyboard Viewer highlights 
the accent keys (left); the available accented letters 
show up when you type or click one of the accent keys 
(right). This figure shows the accented letters that can 
be produced using Option-e. I added the red circles - 
Keyboard Viewer is not as enthusiastic about showing 
you the accented letters.

If you keep Keyboard Viewer open while you’re 
typing, you have the option of clicking its keys to enter 
the accents and letters:

1. With Keyboard Viewer open, hold down the  
 Option key.

Keyboard Viewer highlights the accent keys.

2. With Option down, press one of the accent keys or  
 click it in Keyboard Viewer.

3. Release the Option key.
The Keyboard Viewer display changes, showing the accent 
over the letters that can use it.

4. Type (or click) one of the accented letters to enter  
 it.

To type an accent by itself, type a space after using the 
accent’s Option-accent key combination.
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TYPE MORE ACCENTS WITH THE  
U.S. EXTENDED KEYBOARD

Roman-based languages use many more accents 
than the five basic ones that Mac dead keys have always 
provided. In keeping with the Unicode lots-of-characters 
spirit, Mac OS X provides 19 dead-key accents with the 
special U.S. Extended input keyboard. (I explain input 
keyboards in more detail in “Use Different Keyboards for 
Foreign Languages or Other Special Input” in the book.) 
Here’s how to activate the U.S. Extended input keyboard:

1. Open a preference screen: 
a. Snow Leopard: In the Language & Text preference 
pane, go to the Input Sources screen or choose 
Open Language & Text from the Input menu. 
b. Leopard: In the International pane, go to the Input 
Menu screen or choose Open International from the 
Input menu.

2. In the list of “input methods,” check U.S. Extended; 
this automatically checks U.S., as well.

3. Open Keyboard Viewer from the Input menu.
4. Choose the U.S. Extended keyboard from the Input 

menu. (Its menu bar icon differs from the standard 
U.S. keyboard by the little add-on U, for Unicode.)

Sometimes Keyboard Viewer doesn’t update when 
you choose an input keyboard from the Input menu. 
If the Keyboard Viewer’s title bar doesn’t reflect your 
keyboard choice, close and reopen it.

Now you can use Keyboard Viewer to access the 
larger selection of accents and accentable letters the 
same way you use it for basic accents with the standard 
U.S. keyboard: hold down Option to see the accents, 
type the one you want, and then type the letter; see the 
screenshot. This example shows the results for Option-C, 
the cedilla accent.

More accents in Keyboard Viewer

Not all fonts include all the accented characters you 
see in Keyboard Viewer. If you type a character that’s not 
in your current font, it’s entered in your document in a 
different font - one that actually contains the character.

Why not always use the Extended keyboard? Because 
it giveth with one key and taketh away with the other. 
With all those accents given over to the Option key, 
you’ve lost standard Option characters like the √ from 
Option-V and π from Option-P.

APPLY AFTER-THE-FACT ACCENTS
In some applications, and with certain fonts (yes, 

that’s vague, but with so many variables the best I can 
give you is a “more often than not”), you can type a letter 
first and then use an Option-Shift-accent combination 
to add the accent when you have the U.S. Extended 
Keyboard active.

So, in TextEdit, for instance, you can choose Helvetica, 
type o and then press Option-Shift-U, and wind up with 
an umlaut over the o (this is needed to spell the names of 
heavy metal bands like Mötley Crüe properly). For a list of 
the Option-Shift combinations you can use for applying 
accents this way, see Tom Gewecke’s diacritics page.

MORE ABOUT CHARACTER ENTRY
While Keyboard Viewer is helpful for entering Option- 

and Option-Shift characters, and accented characters, 
what if you want to enter a character that can’t be 
typed from the keyboard at all? That’s where Character 
Viewer comes in, and the full “Take Control of Fonts in 
Snow Leopard” has 16 pages showing you how to find 
and enter such characters via Character Viewer. Along 
the way, it devotes 12 pages to explaining the glyph 
approach to font characters, describing how characters 
that lack Unicode IDs are handled, and showing why you 
should care about alternative characters. Plus, if you’ve 
ever felt limited by the characters in Zapf Dingbats and 
Webdings, you’ll have fun exploring all the dingbats 
available in other fonts, including the dingbat-rich 
Hiragino Kaku Gothic Pro.

http://www.takecontrolbooks.com/snow-leopard-fonts?pt=TB1045
http://www.takecontrolbooks.com/snow-leopard-fonts?pt=TB1045
http://www.takecontrolbooks.com/snow-leopard-fonts?pt=TB1045
http://www.takecontrolbooks.com/snow-leopard-fonts?pt=TB1045
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P ublicspace.net has released version 8.70 of its file, music and photo renaming 
utility, A Better Finder Rename. The new version makes performance and memory 
management improvements.

A Better Finder Rename has long been the most comprehensive file renaming 
solution for the Macintosh and has transformed the tedious and time-consuming task 
of renaming multiple files into a simple matter of seconds for thousands of creative 
professionals across the world. It is based on over 10 years of listening to our users and 
addressing their requirements to the best of our abilities.

A Better Finder Rename is a sophisticated tool that caters for the full range of file 
renaming tasks encountered by the modern creative professional. Its streamlined 
interface includes a instant preview feature that eliminates guess work and reduces error. 

The tool features capture time and date extraction (EXIF JPEG and most RAW formats) for 
digital photographers, ID3 tag extraction for music lovers, regular expression support, 
plain-text file import for renaming from databases and many other advanced features.

The new renaming engine introduced in version 8 is capable of handling very 
large renaming jobs with ease and it meets file renaming challenges, such as file name 
conflicts, swaps and dependency cycles that other such tools leave unaddressed, head 
on. The renaming engine leverages all the latest Mac OS X technologies by using a 64-
bit multi-threaded garbage collected architecture based around Leopard's Core Data 
database system.

"A Better Finder Rename" is ideally suited for creative professionals, digital 
photographers, webmasters, users who need to transfer files from Windows or UNIX as 
well as for all other Macintosh users who deal with large numbers of files.

 
System Requirements:

 • Mac OS X 10.5 Leopard
 • Universal Binary for Intel and PowerPC
 • 5 MB Hard Drive space

 
Pricing and Availability:
A Better Finder Rename may be purchased for US$19.95. Family, Business and Enterprise 
licensing is also available. Customers may chose to include a "forever upgrade" with their 
purchase. 
 
A Better Finder Rename 
 

A Better Finder Rename 8.70  
improves performance and memory management

http://www.publicspace.net/ABetterFinderRename/
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What’s New - Mac 

J umsoft, a developer of high-quality applications for 
Mac OS X, now delivers still higher bliss to die-hard 
fans of Apple iWork as the company launches Pages 

Clipart 7.0, a truly grand selection of 1200 high-quality 
images designed to illustrate presentations, invitations, 
Web pages, posters, newsletters, and a variety of other 
documents.

Pages Clipart 7.0 content covers a range of subjects, 
from technology to nature to home appliances, with an 
extensive selection of national and leisure themes now 
included in the latest version. The product is aimed at 
winning over and retaining the attention of its target 
audiences, whether in the classroom, the business 
boardroom, or in discussions with potential clients.

Pages Clipart 7.0 provides great creative freedom 
and immense potential to extend the visual appeal 
of documents through the package’s ample choice of 
images, wide-scale compatibility, and clever details, 
including transparent image backgrounds and PDF 
formatting. The former allows users to place images on 
top of different background colors or patterns, while 
the PDF format enables users to resize images without 
compromising quality. Pages Clipart 7.0 is compatible 
with Apple Keynote, MS Word, PowerPoint, and various 
graphics programs.

 
“Our clipart images can be used in basically any user 
content: presentations, invitations, Web pages, posters, 
newsletters, and much more,” said Algirdas Unguvaitis, 
the general manager of Jumsoft. “Also, everyone can find 
the best illustration for any occasion in the library of 1200 
images – 200 of these are brand-new and thoroughly 
exciting, and the remaining 1000 are popular images from 
the previous version.” 

System requirements:
 • Mac OS X 10.4.3 Tiger or later
 • Apple iWork ‘06 or later
 • Pricing and Availability:

 
Pages Clipart 7.0 is only US$39. Jumsoft Pages Clipart 
7.0 can be purchased on the company’s Web site. Once 
downloaded, the package can be immediately opened to 
select and insert images into documents for expressive 
and fun customization.
 
Pages Clipart 7.0

Enormous Selection of Jumsoft’s 
Pages Clipart Available Now

http://www.jumsoft.com/clipart
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What’s New - Mac

I T security and data protection firm Sophos has today announced the availability of 
a free Mac anti-virus product for home users. Based on Sophos's flagship security 
software, which protects over 100 million business users worldwide, Sophos Anti-

Virus Home Edition for Mac is available for consumers to download at no charge.
Sophos Anti-Virus Home Edition for Mac provides automatic detection against 

existing and new threats for Mac OS X. The free software also incorporates strong 
disinfection capabilities, capable of removing malware infections that may already be 
present on the Mac computer.

Although malware is more common on Windows than it is on Macs, there is a growing 
concern that, as Mac OS X market-share continues to grow, the operating system will 
become a more attractive target for cybercriminals.

 
Sophos Mac Home Edition Interface

"While most businesses recognise the importance of protecting their Mac computers 
from malware threats, most home users do not," said Chris Kraft, product management 
vice president at Sophos. "By offering free industrial-strength security to home users, we 
aim to protect Mac users against today's and tomorrow's Mac threats. Everyone knows 
that Macs are beautiful computers - Sophos wants to lend a hand to keep them that way."

Sophos Anti-Virus Home Edition provides automatic on-access detection, running in 
the background - meaning Mac users are constantly protected against Windows and Mac 
viruses, worms, spyware and Trojans. 

Sophos offers Free Anti-Virus Home Edition for Mac 
World’s first free business-strength security solution for Macs
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Sophos Mac Home Edition detected “Jahlav C”
 

Sophos Anti-Virus Home Edition for Mac detects both Mac and Windows malware, and 
is backed by SophosLabs, Sophos's global network of highly skilled researchers and 
analysts, protecting businesses from known and emerging malware - viruses, Trojans, 
spyware and rootkits. SophosLabs ensures that Sophos Anti-Virus Home Edition can even 
proactively stop brand new unseen threats before they can install on your Mac.

Sophos has also launched a dedicated Mac support forum to allow users to interact 
with others in their community and get any questions answered about the product or 
Mac security.

Technical Specifications:
 • Mac with Intel or PowerPC processor
 • 256 MB of memory
 • 150 MB of available disk space
 • Mac OS X 10.4 (Tiger), 10.5 (Leopard) or 10.6 (Snow Leopard)
 • Supports all Apple Mac hardware including iMac, MacBook, MacBook Pro and the    

new MacBook Air
 

Download Sophos Anti-Virus Home Edition for Mac
Sophos Mac Support

http://www.alyte.com.au
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Personal Email Certificates
Nicholas Pyers

Why Digitally Sign Email Messages?

T he main reason you would want to digitally sign an 
email message is to prove that it originated from 
you, and not someone else pretending to be you.

It is relatively simple to pretend to be someone 
else in email. Digitally signing your email with a digital 
Certificate means that it is impossible for anyone to alter 
the contents of your mail without the recipient being 
alerted.

Personal Email Certificates also allow you to encrypt 
your email and attachments to protect their contents as 
they are sent from machine to machine on the internet or 
over wireless networks.

Supported Email Clients
On the Mac, Apple Mail, Thunderbird and Entourage 

all support Email Certificates. Under Windows, you can 
use Outlook or Thunderbird.

At this time, none of the iOS devices supports Email 
Certificates in the standard Mail App. Hopefully this will 
change in the future. Likewise most webmail clients, 
like Hotmail and Gmail, do not support Personal Email 
Certificates (but you can use Certificates with these 
addresses if you access their mailboxes using a supported 
client like Apple Mail or Entourage).

Obtaining a Certificate
I’d been trying to get Personal Email Certificates 

working for years, but all the previous instructions I’d 
seen relied on using Firefox as the initial browser to 
obtain the Certificate and suggested using Thwate as the 
provider of the free Certificate.

Two problems — I didn’t always want to install 
Firefox and there was the small issue of Thwate no longer 
providing free Certificates.

It wasn’t until I read Joe Kissell’s ebook, Take Control 
of Apple Mail in Snow Leopard, for another issue I was 
having with Mail, that I found a simple way of getting a 
Personal Email Certificate that just works with Mac OS X, 
with no fuss. His method allows Safari (or Firefox if you 
want) to be used as the browser of choice.

1. Launch Safari on the same machine you’ll be 
collecting your email from.

2. Get a Free Personal Certificate from Comodo.
3. Click on the “Get it Free Now” button.
4. Fill in the form including your Name, Email Address 

and Country of Residence. (See Picture 1)
5. Ensure the Key Size is set to “2048 (High Grade)”.
6. Set your Revocation Password. It is important to 

remember this password!
7. It’s up to you to decide if you want to receive 

Comodo Newsletter or not.
8. Click Agree & Continue.

Picture 1: Application form for a Secure Email Certificate

http://www.takecontrolbooks.com/snow-leopard-apple-mail
http://www.takecontrolbooks.com/snow-leopard-apple-mail
http://www.instantssl.com/ssl-certificate-products/free-email-certificate.html
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Picture 3: Email confirming Certificate is available

10. You’ll then receive an email that acts as a 
confirmation that you have access to the email 
address you generating the Certificate for and then it 
allows you to download the certificate. 

9. The web browser will seem to hang for a few 
minutes… DO NOT PANIC, this is normal. DO NOT 
refresh the page nor close the window! Wait until 
you get the confirmation screen 

11. The Certificate arrives with the filename of 
”CollectCCC.p7s”. As this isn’t very descriptive, 
particularly if like me you end up having Email 
Certificates for multiple email address, I recommend 
you rename the file to something like the actual 
email address the Certificate belongs to.

Picture 5: Certificate renamed

12. Double Click on the renamed Certificate and 
Keychain Access will launch and ask you if you want 
to add the certificate to a keychain. We do, so click 
OK. (See Picture 6)

http://www.geekculture.com
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Picture 8: Certificate not available for this email address

For more details how Personal Email Certificates 
actually work, read the chapter, “Sign and encrypt 
Messages” in Joe’s ebook. The information contained 
within applies not only to Snow Leopard, but also Tiger 
and Leopard.

Backup your Certificates
Once you have downloaded (and renamed) your 

Personal Mail Certificate you should back it up to a CD or 
a USB Thumb Drive and place it in a secure place. You will 
need it again if you need to reinstall the Certificate on a 
new machine or if you re-install the OS

If you have a MobileMe account and have told it 
to sync your Keychains, you’ll be able to use the same 
Certificate on multiple machines.

Picture 6: Add the Certificate into your Keychain

13. Now, when you go to create a new mail message 
in Apple Mail, you should see two new icons in the 
From line—an Open Padlock and a Star with either a 
Cross or a Tick in it.

14. If the star has a Cross in it, click on it to toggle it to a 
Tick.

15. You are now ready to send Digitally Signed Email 
using that address. (See Picture 7)

16. If you have multiple email addresses that you’d like 
Personal Email Certificates for, just repeat these steps 
for each one. (See below for an example of Mail 
before a Certificate is installed for the current email 
address)

Picture 7: Email will be signed when sent

Revoking your Personal Certificate

If you think someone has obtained a copy of 
your private key certificate, you need to revoke it 
immediately so they can’t use the certificate. Once 
you revoke the certificate, you can apply for another 
Certificate for that email address. You should also change 
your email account password and review the your 
security of your ‘private’ data.

Revoke a Certificate

http://livepage.apple.com/
http://www.macvoices.com
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Apple TV Review

The one little black box that isn’t full of magic tricks
Ben O’Malley 

ben@railstore.net

“The Apple TV is just a hobby 
and I would say it is one they 
need to work on some more”

T HE NEW APPLE TV DOESN’T PULL THE RABBIT OUT 
OF THE HAT LET ALONE PROVIDE ANY SURPRISES.
Having just got my hands on one of these hot little 

beauties, I was eager to see how it performed in my 
home theatre and while it wouldn’t be as versatile as the 
Mac mini I currently use, I was hoping that it might have a 
place in the bedroom.

It’s small, black and sleek and to me, this is where the 
marvel ends, of course it does what it is supposed to do, 
that is play media on a TV. Setup is rather simple, plug in 
power and a HDMI cable to the TV and you a presented 
with a simple setup routine of selecting the language you 
wish to use and selecting a wireless network and thence 
entering the required password and you are online. the 
back also features an optical audio out for connecting to 
a separate amplifier and a USB port for ‘service purposes’.
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Y ou can start streaming from the internet to watch 
YouTube and the like but if you want to stream your 
lovely iTunes collection, you must first enable Home 

Sharing on the Apple TV and a computer with iTunes, you 
then have the option to save your details for renting from 
the iTunes store.

With the basics covered, it’s time to get down the 
the details. While it does support support HD video, it 
is only 720p while the current benchmark is 1080p and 
with higher standard on their way, this puts it on the 
bottom shelf considering the original Apple TV was also 
720p. This may not be a big deal considering Apple only 
supplies HD at 720p, it does limit the devices possibility 
and future capabilities.

Connectivity is provided through 802.11n and 
100Mb/s wired ethernet. While in most cases, users 
would rely on wireless and while 100Mb/s ethernet is 
sufficient for streaming, in this day and age, it is rather 
surprising it doesn’t feature gigabit ethernet.

The lack of extra outputs are not missed as ethernet/
wireless networking, HDMI and optical audio outputs 
fulfill all the requirements in a modern home theatre 
setup, it fits in nicely however the feature set drops the 
ball in the home theatre game.

While the original used a modified version of mac OS 
X, the new Apple TV actually runs a version of iOS, like it’s 
iphone, ipod and iPad counterparts and while this allows 
much easier integration, it also limits the possibilities of 
what can be done with the device.

For the average home user, the device is fairly simple 
but for those more adventurous users, it is still a fairly 
simple device and while we wait for the jailbreakers to 
catch up, very little can be done. There is no ability to 
stream files directly from a computer or a networked 
hard drive, say attached to an airport base station and 
no ability to play file types other then those supported 
directly by iTunes.

Also in the mix is a new user interface, gone is the 
FrontRow interface we are all used to and with anything 
new, some things may still need some work and this 
also drops the ball. To say the new interface is clunky, 
isn’t to much of a stretch. I found the new interface to be 
sluggish when browsing long lists like songs titles and 
artists. Also encountered was the problems with album 
names. If an album is from one artists, it is only listed 
once, however, if the album is a compilation, it lists each 
one as a separate entry giving 20 something albums of 
the same name. 

FOR THE AVERAGE HOME USER, THE DEVICE IS FAIRLY 
SIMPLE BUT FOR THOSE MORE ADVENTUROUS USERS, 
IT IS STILL A FAIRLY SIMPLE DEVICE

While playing an audio playlist, you can’t instantly jump 
songs, you must wait for the selected song to start before 
you can jump to the next one, this shows up as a problem 
if you are listening to a play list and you just want to 
quickly jump ahead a number of songs to get to the one 
you now wish to listen too. Also noted was that when 
going from watching or listening back to the menu, it will 
randomly jump down the list.

AirPlay currently works from iTunes allowing you to 
play content from your computer to the Apple TV but so 
far only carries audio so when playing music videos, the 
audio is transmitted and no video is shown on the Apple 
TV or the computer you are streaming from and movies 
and TV shows will only play on the local machine.

THE APPLE TV IS JUST A HOBBY

The current wait is on iOS 4.2 that will further 
integrate all iOS devices with AirPlay, allowing you 
to stream from you iPod Touch, iPhone or iPad, thus 
furthering the usefulness of the new Apple TV. What 
needs to be seen is if other iOS devices need to have 
Home Sharing enabled so stream to the Apple TV, I for 
one see this as a problem, If a friend comes over with 
latest episode of our favorite show, I don’t want to be 
enabling everyones devices with my home sharing 
details.

If you just want to watch your favorite iTunes movies 
on the big screen, this device is perfect but if you are 
wanting a one size fits all media solution, try to get your 
hands on the original Apple TV.

As Steve Jobs has stated, the Apple TV is just a hobby
 and I would say it is one they need to work on some 
more, with the Apple TV allowing the user to watch 
iTunes content on the big screen and not much more.
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AVOID PULP FRICTION WITH 
“Take Control of Your Paperless Office”

T ake a look around. Do 
you see piles of paper on 
the floor, stacks of folders 

teetering on your desk, and file 
cabinets lurking in the corners? 
If you feel like you’re drowning in 
a sea of paper, let Joe Kissell help 
clear some of that clutter out of 
your office and out of your life 

with the advice in his latest ebook, the 118-page “Take 
Control of Your Paperless Office.”  This book isn’t just 
theory—having lived in tiny apartments in San Francisco 
and now Paris, Joe has been living a nearly paperless life 
for years. The ebook can now be yours for US$7 after the 
30% MUG discount, via the link at the end of this section.

With Joe’s guidance you can develop a personal clean-
up strategy and choose your tools-a document scanner 
and the software you need to perform OCR (optical 
character recognition), devices and services for storing 
your digitized documents, and software to categorize, 
locate, and view your digital document collections. Once 
you have your gear in hand, Joe shows you convert paper 
documents to digitized files and gives you ideas for how 
to organize your office workflow, explaining how to 
develop day-to-day techniques that reduce the amount 
of time you spend pressing buttons, launching software, 
and otherwise managing your war on clutter.

In addition to all of the above, Joe clues you in to 
these paper-reducing tasks and skills:

 • How to scan or photograph documents you find while 
out and about — business cards, receipts, menus, 
flyers, and labels — so that you keep only digitized 
versions. Joe discusses a variety of mobile scanner 
options, with particular emphasis on using a camera-
equipped iOS device, and he lists similar options for 
employing Android and BlackBerry smartphones. 

 • How to create a digitized image of your signature 
so that you can create, sign, and share documents 
digitally, rather than printing them for the sole 
purpose of signing them with a pen. How to set up 
your computer to send and receive faxes so that 
you can avoid using a physical fax machine with 
paper input and output. Joe describes both using a 
fax modem and taking advantage of an online fax 
service. 

 • How to use common techniques for reducing paper-
paperless billing, online bank statements, and more-
and less common practices, such as using paperless 
postal mail services and check depositing services. 
Joe also gives effective tips for reducing the amount 
of catalogs, junk mail, and paper that you receive. 

Take Control of Your Paperless Office

Free Subscription

!""#$%&$'&

Announce

Stay informed when new
AppleUsers Spotlight

issues are released

and occasionally hear about 
subscriber-only

specials

http://www.takecontrolbooks.com/paperless-office?pt=TCMUG&cp=CPN90219MUG
http://www.appleusers.org/lists/
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 “Take Control of Safari 5” helps you make the 
most of Apple’s talented Web browser!

W ith this definitive guide, 
you can go beyond 
basic Web browsing 

in Safari! In the book you’ll find 
detailed coverage of new Safari 
5 features like extensions and 
the Reader. You’ll get essential 
advice on smart ways customize 
your Safari environment, and 

learn key browsing techniques, including how to keep 
track of where you’ve been, load multiple Web pages 
at once, search both the Web and the content of pages 
you’re reading, fill out forms automatically, keep track 
of passwords, download files, use RSS to keep up with 
your favorite Web sites, and manage your Web-browsing 
history. 

QUESTIONS ANSWERED IN THE BOOK INCLUDE:
 • How do I load six Web pages at once?
 • Now that I’ve loaded six pages, how do I best work 

with them?
 • How do I bookmark a page I want to return to?
 • How do I import Firefox bookmarks?
 • I’m a pack rat. How should I organize and access my 

bookmark collection?
 • I forgot to bookmark a great page I saw yesterday. 

How can I find it again?

 • How can I read a multi-page Web article 
withoutclicking to switch pages?

 • How do I find the word “marshmallow” in the text of a 
huge Web page?

 • How do I erase my history to keep my housemate 
from snooping through it?

 • Where does Safari store Web site user names and 
passwords?

 • Help! What do I do when a stored password stops 
working?

 • How do I use Safari to read RSS headlines from 
different sites?

 • How do I install the My eBay Manager extension?
 • How can I turn Safari into a “clipping service” that 

grabs RSS headlines from different sites when they 
mention certain topics?

You can buy Take Control of Safari for only US$7, 
thanks to the 30% MUG discount, using this link:
Take Control of Safari

New Take Control ebook 
explains iPhone/iPod touch 
networking and security

N o iPhone or iPod touch is 
an island - not as long as 
there’s a Wi-Fi network or 3G 

connection that can be accessed. 
Basic network connections from an 
iPhone or iPod touch are simple to 

make, but sometimes you need to go beyond the basics, 
whether to make unusual connections or to establish 
connections that are private and secure.

Now there’s an ebook to help you connect the device 
in your hand to the rest of the world in useful and secure 
ways: “Take Control of iPhone and iPod touch Networking 
& Security, iOS 4 Edition,” by networking expert Glenn 
Fleishman. Normally US$15, the 165-page ebook costs 
US$10.50 after the 30% MUG discount, available from the 
link below.

In this ebook, you’ll learn how Glenn thinks about 
iOS networking, and profit from his explanations and 
advice on key networking topics, such as the ins and 
outs of how to create secure Wi-Fi connections, exploit 
alternative 3G data plans, tether your devices, conserve 
3G data, connect Bluetooth devices, access files stored on 
local computers and in the cloud, protect personal data 
on your mobile device, and use Find My iPhone and other 
remote tracking software.
Take Control of iPhone and iPod touch Networking & 
Security, iOS 4 Edition

http://www.takecontrolbooks.com/safari?pt=TCMUG&cp=CPN90219MUG
http://www.takecontrolbooks.com/iphone-networking?pt=TCMUG&cp=CPN90219MUG
http://www.takecontrolbooks.com/iphone-networking?pt=TCMUG&cp=CPN90219MUG
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"Take Control of MobileMe, Second Edition" 
demystifies Apple's online service

I f you've had a Mac long enough, you've seen Apple's 
cloud-based service go through many changes, 
from its humble beginnings as iTools in early 2000, 

through its 2002 transition to .Mac, and to its present 
incarnation as the far more capable MobileMe. Through 
all those changes, keeping track of what the service 
did, and how you could best use it, required constant 
attention to various Apple announcements and tech 
support postings, and to press descriptions and analyses 
of Apple's play in the software-as-a-service arena.

Now, thanks to Joe Kissell and his newly revised "Take 
Control of MobileMe, Second Edition," you can find out 
exactly what MobileMe offers, what it's good for, and how 
you can best take advantage of its various features, all 
from within the virtual pages of a single $10 ebook, or $7 
after the 30% MUG discount.

Joe has been running the Red Queen's race in his 
attempt to finish the book: each time he thought his 
book was ready for release, Apple would move the finish 
line by announcing a new feature or a major service 
change. Most recently, for example, Apple changed 
the way MobileMe calendars worked and updated the 
MobileMe-savvy iLife application suite. By burning 
gallons of midnight oil, Joe has succeeded in rolling 
information about all the latest changes into this new 
edition.

AMONG THE MANY QUESTIONS TO WHICH JOE SUP-
PLIES THE ANSWERS ARE THE FOLLOWING:

 • What are MobileMe's primary features?
 • How do I set up MobileMe syncing on my iPhone, 

iPad, or iPod touch?
 • How quickly should I expect MobileMe to sync my 

data?
 • Which types of data sync only between Macs and 

which can sync across platforms?
 • How do I configure my email software to use 

MobileMe?
 • How do I access my iDisk from Windows?
 • How do I add movies and photos to my Web Gallery?
 • Where in my MobileMe account does my iWeb-

created site go?
 • What should I do to host a non-iWeb site in my 

MobileMe account?
 • How can I configure my AirPort Extreme to work with 

Back to My Mac?
Although much of what MobileMe does is available 
in other ways, the convenience of MobileMe and its 
integration with both the Mac and Apple's iOS devices 
make the US$99/year (AU$129/year) service from Apple a 
compelling option. (Heck, all of MobileMe is cheaper than 
carrier services that provide features similar to Find My 
iPhone.) And now, with Joe's "Take Control of MobileMe, 
Second Edition" guidebook, you can ensure that you're 
getting your money's worth.
Take Control of MobileMe, Second Edition

Control
Electronic Books

The Answers You Need Now, from Leading Experts

Take 30% off your next 
Take Control order!

Use coupon code:
CPN90219MUG

Take Control of:
 Fonts in Leopard
 Syncing Data in Leopard
 VMware Fusion 2
 Mac OS X Backups
 Your AirPort Network
 And many more titles!

Shop for your Take Control ebooks at:
http://www.takecontrolbooks.com/

Take

http://www.takecontrolbooks.com/mobileme?pt=TCMUG&cp=CPN90219MUG
http://www.takecontrolbooks.com/?&cp=CPN90219MUG
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Bento 3 Event Planner 

FileMaker Presents the Bento 3 Event Planner

GET 6 READY-TO-USE TEMPLATES for Fast, Free and Easy Ways to Plan Events

F ileMaker, Inc. have announced the Bento 3 Event Planner, a customized set of six 
new templates that make it easy and fun for Mac users to organize event details all 
in one place.

The Bento 3 Event Planner includes a free 30-day trial of the popular Bento 3 for Mac 
personal database, plus six professionally designed, ready-to-use templates including 
Events, Tasks, Expenses & Invoices, Locations & Venues, Contacts, and Vendors. The Bento 
3 Event Planner is available today by free download from the Bento Template Exchange.

All six templates in the Bento 3 Event Planner are linked together, allowing 
information to flow from one template to the next, without the need for repetitive 
data entry. To organize events on the go, the new Bento 3 Event Planner lets customers 
synchronize information between their Mac and Apple iPad or iPhone devices running 
either Bento for iPhone or Bento for iPad, both sold separately.

Track contacts, vendors, tasks, expenses, location details, important files, emails and 
more – and link them to any event. The Bento 3 Event Planner is perfect for planning 
meetings, conferences, tradeshows, weddings, parties and fundraisers.

“Whether you are putting together a small executive retreat or staging a fundraiser 
involving multiple volunteers and vendors, the Bento 3 Event Planner can help you keep 
everyone organized and on task,” said Ryan Rosenberg, vice president of marketing and 
services for FileMaker, Inc. “With the Bento 3 Event Planner, you can manage events with 
style and ease, and with the convenience of using and synching information with iPad or 
iPhone.”

Download Bento 3 Event Planner

Bento 3 Event Planner running on an iPad

http://solutions.filemaker.com/database-templates/au/detail.jsp?serial=2551721492
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Newspapers & Magazines for your iPad
Dick Johnson

D id you know that as well as books, you can 
download newspapers to your iPad?  At this 
early stage, you can only download Apps for The 

Australian and the ABC. At time of press, there are no 
apps for The Age, The Sydney Morning Herald or the Sun 
Herald, but it is only a matter of time before these Apps 
are made available. It may even be that by the time you 
read this article, you will already be able to obtain them..

The Australian
Fig.1 shows how to download the App from the 

App Store. The Australian App will cost you $5.99 for 31 
days of daily downloads to your iPad (Fig.2). You have to 
confirm your purchase with your password. At this point 
the newspaper opens up to its front page (Fig.3) which 
bears short segments of the principal stories of the day 
with a series of other stories highlighted on the side. Tap 
any one of these (Fig.4), or the principal stories, to expand 
it into a full article (Fig.5). The text of any article reads 
downwards so you move the text up by finger skidding. 
A slider appears during this operation and fades as soon 
as the text stops moving. Tap any article to expand it. Tap 
the options on the top or the side to expand them into 
further options. Tap these to read the news or articles 
concerned. There is also a help section, although to be 
frank, it’s not a great deal of help (Fig.6). 

From time to time, an advert may appear on the 
screen. Tap the cross in the right hand corner to remove it 
and return to reading without the disturbance.

My impression of e-newspapers is that they offer the 

information, but that there is no commentary. For many, 
that will be a salvation, but personally, I like to read the 
comment.

Fig1 – Click on The Australian App to download

Fig2- Confirming one month’s subscription

http://www.commart.com.au
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Fig3- Front page of The Australian Fig4-Tap blue label on side to expand into article choice
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Fig5-Tap any item to expand into full news item Fig6-HELP and news options on headline categories 
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ABC
This App is a wonderful entry into the world of the ABC (Fig.7). Its compass is very 

broad, with formal news, commentary, music clips and videos from the many TV and 
radio shows that the ABC broadcasts. This App is a tribute to the diligence of the ABC in 
providing a fully comprehensive news and entertainment service through a single portal. 
While I could find no commentary in The Australian, apart from that strong bias that fills 
all its news reporting, the ABC has a segment, ‘The Drum,’ which is richly satirical and witty 
but also very informative. Navigation on this App is a total breeze. Simply tap an article 
to open it and tap a directory entry to expand into further choices. Tap TOPICS or NEWS 
at the top of the screen to return to a baseline for further exploration. Go to TV to run 
information, news and lifestyle shows such as 7.30 Report, Lateline and Catalyst. As shown 
in the headers on Figs 8 and 9, you can select from a series of text articles (browse), TV 
videos or vodcasts (watch), or radio excerpts (listen). It’s simply a delight to poke about 
and enjoy them. You can even change the size of the text just by tapping. You will find 
the range of sizes restricted, but sensibly so in my view. There are also email, Facebook 
and Twitter options.  The ABC App is certainly one worth adding to your store, and what’s 
more, it’s absolutely free! The ABC’s reporting is so fantastic that I really wouldn’t bother 
your bank account by purchasing The Australian’s App, unless of course you are actively 
seeking out the latter’s view of the world..

Fig7-ABC App homepage 
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Fig8- News in text form Fig9- News and entertainment as vodcasts 

International Newspapers
Some international newspapers’ Apps are free. The 

New York Times has a free, cut down version of the paid 
subscription App. The Wall Street Journal is also free, 
but abridged. The Washington Post can be purchased 
for a very reasonable $2.50. Pretty cheap! London’s The 
Times- ah, that wonderful bastion- is also available as an 
App, but Mr Murdoch is asking a rather steep $20 for a 
subscription. Compare that to The Guardian, which is just 
$5. You would hope that your $20 may go for longer than 
the usual month long subscription period (but this is just 
wishful thinking....)

PressReader
PressReader is a free App which hooks into the 

world’s big newspapers. Select your country (Fig.10) 
and then select your newspaper (Fig.11). I used 
PressReader to download The Age and The Sunday 
Telegraph.  PressReader displays the entire page, whether 
broadsheet or tabloid (Fig.12). There are arrows to take 
you to subsequent pages and you only need to tap the 
page or finger spread to expand the type to a more 
comfortable, readable state. Because of the nature of the 
presentation, you have to move the page about to read 
all the text, but otherwise it’s very effective. However 
the downloads can be quite large. The Age ran to 20MB 
and The Sunday Telegraph to a whopping 85MB. It is 
so large because every page is present complete with 
adverts and everything else. While there is a big selection 
of newspapers (169), quite a number were absent, for 
instance, I could not find The Hobart Mercury or the 
Illawarra Mercury.i
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Fig10-PressReader (choose country) Fig11- PressReader (choose newspaper or journal) 
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Fig12- Front page of The Age (tap to expand) 

Magazines
An even more likely application for your iPad is magazines. The iPad’s vibrant colour 

palette is a match made in heaven for displaying magazines. It almost seems to be a 
realm that is reserved for womens’ fashion and immaculate photoshoped models. So to 
test out this theory on my iPad, I tried Harpers Bazaar, Vogue, Cosmopolitan and Marie 
Claire’s Apps. The results were rather mixed. All but Harpers Bazaar had Apps, many of 
which had to be paid for. Being my frugal self, I elected to try the free lifestyle Apps. I 
didn’t find these particularly interesting, mainly because there was a very limited amount 
of fashion exposure. Cosmopolitan seemed to have a fascination with sex toys. 

Following, this somewhat fruitless search, I hunted for iPad Apps for the other 
principal female magazines; Womens Weekly, New Idea and Woman’s Day, but without 
success. Deciding to change direction entirely, I went hunting for a favourite of mine, The 
New Scientist. Having had no luck, I rang their office and found out, at last, that a New 
Scientist App is in preparation! 

As we speak, journals and magazines will be frantically creating Apps if they don’t 
already have them to keep the pace with modern digital media. I believe that the success 
of the iPad will be so enormous that even the most traditional magazine will be left with 
no choice but to get up to speed. I’m quite sure that very soon, you will be able to get any 
of your favourite magazines onto your iPad via a purpose built App- it’s all a question of 
time.  

iBooks (Continued)
So….Despite the length of last month’s article and the 34 diagrams to illustrate it, 

(‘you’re telling me!’ Editor ) I still haven’t told you the ins and outs of iBooks. I’ve got even 
more good stuff to tell you! 

GoodReader
In my previous article, I told you about the books that you can download 

commercially for the iPad. But did you know that it’s also possible to upload articles from 
your personal files onto your iPad? This can be a bit tricky, because the iPad does not 
have a standard USB port. Instead, it has a port which acts in the same manner as a USB, 
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but which needs a bit of help to make 
it perform in the seamless way we are 
have been accustomed to from Apple.  
Don’t worry though, GoodReader is here 
to rescue you for the bargain price of 
$1. Go to the GoodReader site (www.
goodiware.com/goodreader.html) and 
locate the application GoodReaderUSB. 
From this homepage, click GoodReader 
on the left. This opens up to expose 
USB File Transfer (Fig.13). Click on this 
link to take you to a panel labelled 
‘Advanced USB File Transfer’ using the 
GoodReaderUSB computer program. 
Click the ‘Show Details’ e-link. You have 
a series of options for the download 
of the program. Clearly the one that’s 
relevant is the GoodReaderUSB for Mac. 
This is a free download. Once you have 
installed the application, run it. Figure 14 
shows how you can drag a PDF from your 
Mac straight into the GoodReaderUSB 
window, making it immediately available 
on your iPad. Once the files are available, 
open the iPad GoodReader App and 
choose the PDF you want (Fig.15). If you 
touch around the sides of the display 
you will trigger controls on the top and 
bottom, with a position slider on the 
left which provides control over the files 
(Fig.16). To assist you in navigating these 
symbols, there is a help file which you 
can access from the HELP button in the 
top right corner.

Fig13-Tracking to GoodReader USB 

Fig14- Using GoodReader to download article to iPad 
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Fig15- PDFs in GoodReader App Fig16- Page from a PDF 
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Shakespeare
Shakespeare is a free App which contains all of the bard’s plays, (but unfortunately 

none of his sonnets). From the library (top left button, once you’re into the text) you can 
choose any play from the left hand column, skidding up and down the list to expose 
other options. The right hand column shows you the acts and scenes for whichever play 
you choose. Simply tap any one and the play opens. Tap the right side for the next scene. 
There is a button on the top right which allows you to amend the text size, and a bullets 
button to select other scenes. Shakespeare will open at the last page you were reading 
once you return to it. Despite its many wonderful features, there does not appear to be 
highlight, bookmark, note or dictionary features, just the plain copy. For what it does, it’s 
a good App, although it may fall short of the annotating functions a true literary scholar 
may seek. Let’s hope for an updated version for the near future. 

Bible
This free App really impressed me. It contains all of the books of the Old and New 

Testaments, as it should, and shows the name of the book you are reading at the head 
of the page in the form of a button, which gives you access to all the other books in 
their normal published order when tapped (Fig.17). Just skid up and down the list and 
tap your choice for display. There is a gear wheel button at the top which gives access 
to other functions (Fig.18). When this opens up, you will see an account function which 
gives access to further refinements not available in the free app. The help function leads 
to a web address which gives further information. If you hold your finger on a verse for a 
second or two it becomes highlighted for future reference. Among other functions you 
can then bookmark this so as to be able to return to it later (Figs. 19 and 20). If you tap 
the book symbol (top left) you can set up a programme of daily readings for yourself. 
Lastly, if you tap the three letter code, top left, a drop down menu appears through 
which you can request a different translation of the Bible (Fig.21). I find myself uniformly 
unimpressed by the newer translations and prefer the King James’ version with its strong, 
uncompromising but highly poetic language. Genesis 1:2 reads so much better in the 
King James’ version than any other. And yes, the entire Bible suddenly switches over to 
this translation. It’s quite remarkable, if not staggering, but it happens….. 

Fig17-Books of the Bible 
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Fig18- Control options Fig19- Setting a bookmark 
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Fig20- My bookmarks Fig21- Translation options 
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Readiris 12 Corporate
Raimund Pohl

Type: OCR Universal binary
Rating: 4¾ mice
Pros: Recognition is fast and highly accurate
Cons: Handwriting recognition still needs work
OS: Mac OS X 10.4 to10.6  (native 32 and 64 bit)
RRP: $693 or €471
Publisher: I.R.I.S.  
 (Image Recognition Integrated Systems)
Hot links: www.irislink.com

N eed to convert your documents into a digital 
format then there is no better way than using 
an accurate, fast and easy way of describing 

Readiris 12 Corporate. ReadIris allows you to scan your 
documents in batch or as single sheets.

If you want to import a different scanner or a digital 
camera the process is snap! Just choose the scanner and 
select text or digital camera what you need.

There are 128 different languages that can be 
scanned in for example Maori. There is also a secondary 
language list.

128 Languages available

To process the documents you just need to scan the 
document and it provides you with an excellent output 
of the languages in Word, rtf, and pdf. Images can also be 
easily imported as jpegs, tiff, pict, png and others.

ReadIris automatically sends the document to your 
favourite application.

Importing the images is just a matter of scanning 
after selecting the relevant image type you need.

Accuracy is truly excellent, words and numbers 
are easily recognised. There was one little glitch in 
recognising a capital letter but that was easily fixed. 
Accent marks such as umlauts, acute, circumflex and 

others are also easily recognised. This is essential 
and beats other OCR software made by different 
manufacturers.
Hand writing recognition is a little tedious but it can print 
out the handwriting in either jpeg or text. While it works 
it does take time to provide the boxes around each letter 
but it works reasonably well. The handwriting recognition 
provides a method of selecting the font you wish to 
use and the ability to insert a letter if there is a mistake. 
Readiris also reads bar codes easily by going to the layout 
menu and selecting barcodes.

Readiris also scans business cards with images as 
easily as complex documents. Just place the card on the 
scanner and scan, and then adjust your layout menu 
to what you need from the business card. If saving and 
recognising a business card you can save it in HTML, 
Unicode or vCard or send it directly to your address book. 
If you save the business card as a document you will get 
the image separately and the text will appear above and 
below the image.

Make sure that your preferences and output format 
are set before you scan, otherwise you will not get what 
you need. The left hand menu provides you with the 
scan, folder options, text type, options, recognise and 
save, language and document format. The right hand 
menu provides you with the sort options, zone select, 
page analysis and assists you in finding tables, graphics 

http://www.irislink.com/
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and text, frame analysis, deskewing, image size, page 
rotation, image adjustment and a magnifying glass which 
is very useful for looking at very small print. The help 
menu is also a great bonus for understanding how the 
application works. 

 
 
Output Format Options

PROS and CONS
ReadIris Corporate 12 is highly accurate for batch 

and single document processing as well as for business 
cards and images and barcode reading. Handwriting 
recognition is good but a little tedious and could do with 
a bit more work. Scoring this application I would rate it as 
4¾ mice out of 5.

http://www.store.widebaytechnology.com.au
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iPad Coasters - New 
Stackable Acrylic Stands - 
Offer one to a guest

Just in time for the holidays, newPCgadgets have 
introduced their new iPad Coasters. iPad Coasters are the 
perfect solution for holding your iPad at the optimum 
viewing angle. These nifty Acrylic trays are stackable and 
space-saving. Perfect for conference rooms, school or 
home. And at only US$19.95 each, iPad Coasters are very 
affordable. 

Similar in design to their very popular Smartphone 
Coasters, iPad Coasters work in both the vertical or 
horizontal position and provide a solid base for your 
iPad. The elegant black Acrylic design compliments any 
setting. iPad Coasters are great for presentations or to 
just display your newest Apple Gadget. 

iPad Coasters are great for conferences, presentations 
or anywhere people gather with their iPads. Be trendy 
offer your guests and iPad Coaster, but be careful they 
may take it home with them. Order iPad Coasters for 
friends or co-workers, they make great holiday gifts. 
You can order them directly from newPCgadgets. These 
should be a big seller for them so make sure to get your 
order in early.

NewPCgadgets designs unique computer products 
and accessories for Apple and PC computers. With over 
20 years of experience they have designed over 100 
products for companies like Apple, IBM and Epson. Make 
sure to stop back frequently to see their latest product 
releases.

iPad Coasters

http://newpcgadgets.com/products/ipad_pedestal/index.html
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Mail Templates
Send 
Predefined 
e-mail 
messages in 
seconds

Mail Templates is a 
utility aimed at people 

who repeatedly send the same e-mail. It allows the user 
to save up to 10 different templates, which can be sent 
instantly from within the app.

Upon launching ‘Mail Templates’, the user can 
create templates for e-mail messages, which include a 
predefined subject line, message body and of course 
recipient(s). He can then just tap one of the templates 
in the main screen to send them out - it’s that simple. 
As a bonus feature, the user can choose how he wants 
to send the message. The standard option would be to 
send it directly via iOS’ built-in Mail app. However, it’s also 
possible to send the message via a web-server, which 
doesn’t even require an e-mail account. For example if 
the user wanted to send the e-mail from an account that 
is not currently installed on the iOS device, he can just 
enter this e-mail address and that’s what the recipient 
will see!

The goal when designing the interface and the app 
in general, was to keep it as simple as possible while 
providing a powerful app that is easy to use for everyone. 

1. Create your first custom template 2. Fill out all the fields and select a mode of 
sending

3. Next, just click on the title of your 
template to send it

4. Here, for example, the message gets sent 
via MoWeb’s server

5. Alternatively, you can select to send your 
message via the standard Mail.app
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It also includes a guided tour for new users, explaining to 
them how to use the app. All graphics and the icon have 
been polished for the retina-display, so the app is ready 
for the new iPhone 4 and the brand-new iPod Touch 
devices. It is also optimized for the iPad and runs on all 
current iOS devices.

Availability
The app is now available for $1.19 from the App Store 

for iPhone, iPod touch & iPad. There is also a ‘Lite’ version, 
which is available for free, but is limited to saving only 
one template, instead of 10.

Mail Templates
Mail Templates - Lite

Find AppleUsers.org
on Twitter & Facebook

Click Here

http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/id386309395?mt=8
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/id392239789?mt=8
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/id386309395?mt=8) 
http://www.appleusers.org/news/follow-us-on-facebook-twitter/
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Santa Mega Pack

The biggest 
compilation 
of holiday 
adventure 

AppVentors LLC have released rge Santa Mega 
Pack app, the most useful tool for holiday survival. It 
combines 10 high-quality apps in 1 and provides hours 
of educational fun via high-quality stories, a coloring 
book with 12 whimsical holiday scenes, wooden style as 
well as a unique animated jigsaw puzzles, holiday mazes, 
memory games, and of course - talking to Santa. 

Santa Mega Pack is the biggest compilation of holiday 
adventure, enabling parents to discourage bad behavior 
and celebrate good behavior by dialing into the North 
Pole. This year, parents can navigate their way through 
the holidays with ease and grace by using the app to 
manage kids’ Christmas lists, painlessly inform family 
members of gift preferences and to encourage angelic 
behavior having Santa call children to deliver a special 
message. 

Santa Mega Pack creates holiday magic for the entire 
family due to the convincing nature of the app. Never has 
Christmas been easier for parents and more exciting for 
kids. 

Features:
 • Children can call Santa to leave their Wish list as many 

times as they like, whenever they like; Wish lists (audio 
files) can be emailed to family members painlessly, with 
the click of a button and saved for a timeless keepsake

 • Parents can select when and how Santa will 
communicate with children for the ultimate reaction

 • Calls from Santa are of the highest quality and may 
be selected from a wide variety of naughty or nice 
responses, such as Good Listening, Good at School, Not 
Behaving, Not Sleeping, and many more

 • Text messages from Santa are fully customizable (by 
parents)

 • Children can read one of three engaging holiday stories 
with rich audio and illustrations

 • Flex their creative muscles while designing their very 
own holiday masterpiece with holiday coloring book

 • Improve hand-eye coordination by solving eight vivid 
holiday puzzles

 • Tilt through five challenging mazes using the 
accelerometer

 • Bilingual homes can change languages for that special 
touch - even Santa’s voice changes languages. Users can 
choose from English, Spanish, French or German

Device Requirements:
 • iPhone, iPod touch and iPad
 • Requires iOS 3.1.3 or later
 • 116 MB

Pricing and availability:
Santa Mega Pack 1.0 is only $1.19, exclusively through 

the App Store in the Entertainment category.

“Santa Mega Pack is truly an incredible value and a simple 
way to spread holiday magic. Parents get such a kick 
out of seeing their children’s excitement for the holidays, 
particularly older children – it rekindles that Santa 
excitement.” said Biju Mathew, CEO. 

Santa Mega Pack

http://itunes.apple.com/au/app/santa-mega-pack-10-apps-in/id399583205?mt=8
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Bare Bones Software Releases 
Yojimbo for iPad 1.0

Companion App Lets Yojimbo 
Users Take Information To Go

Bare Bones Software have released Yojimbo for iPad 
1.0, a companion app to Yojimbo 3.0 (also released at the 
same time).

Yojimbo for iPad stores all types of items contained by 
Yojimbo 3, including notes, passwords, bookmarks, serial 
numbers, PDFs, images and web archives. The app also 
handles encrypted data from Yojimbo 3 using the secure 
AES-256 algorithm standard.

Example of a Web Archive stored in Yojimbo
“Yojimbo for iPad 1.0 marks the company’s entry into 

the iOS software market,” said Rich Siegel, founder and CEO 
of Bare Bones Software. “Yojimbo for iPad represents our 
endeavor to create the effortless, reliable experience for 
having your Yojimbo info with you on the iPad. At the same 
time, Yojimbo for iPad is every bit a well-polished iPad app.”

Yojimbo for iPad supports all types of Yojimbo 
collections: smart, tag, and manual, and allows instant 
information retrieval through its built-in search.

The app can sync information from Yojimbo 3 on 
the desktop when both devices are on the same Wi-
Fi network. After initial set-up, Yojimbo for iPad will 
automatically sync from the desktop while it remains 
open, or when the app is launched.

Requirements & Availability
Yojimbo for iPad requires Yojimbo 3.0 or later for Mac 

OS X, and, of course, you need an iPad.
Yojimbo for iPad is available immediately for $12.99 

from the App Store.

http://itunes.com/apps/yojimboforipad/
http://www.barebones.com/products/yojimbo/
http://itunes.com/apps/yojimboforipad/
 http://itunes.com/apps/yojimboforipad
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MaxoTel, Setup on a Mac Using Telephone
Kyle Kreusch

THIS IS A GUIDE FOR SETTING UP MAXOTEL ON A MAC 
USING THE VOIP SOFTPHONE SOFTWARETELEPHONE

WHAT YOU WILL NEED:
•	 A Mac running Leopard OR Snow Leopard.

 • A account with Maxo Telecommunications.
 • A copy of the Softphone software Telephone.

Step 1: Install Telephone in to your applications folder.

Step 2: Go to MaxoTel’s My Account Portal and login. 
(Leave this page open in the background as we ll need 
information from it shortly.)

Step 3: Now you can launch the Telephone application 
that you installed in your applications folder.
Step 3.1: Now Telephone should have presented you with 
a Account Setup Window 

Step 4: We now need to return to the MaxoTel’s My 
Account Portal, to retrieve the following information.
•		Full Name: This is the name you gave to MaxoTel during 
registration. (You can actually enter any name you would 
like. But as far as I can tell what you gave to MaxoTel 
during registration is displayed when you make a phone 
call)
•		Username: This is not the username you use to log into 
MaxoTel’s My Account Portal. This is the extension which 
you wish to set up. (This can be found at the extensions 
tab on MaxoTel’s My Account Portal)
•		Password: This is also not the Password you use to log 
into MaxoTel’s My Account Portal (This also can be found 
on the extensions tab in the column of the extension you 
wish to setup.)
Step 4.1: Enter the information you have just retrieved in 
Telephone’s “Account Setup” Window.

In the box labelled “Domain:” You will need to enter the 
following; sip.maxo.com.au
Step 4.2: Click on “Done” at this point you are done and 
you should now see the window as shown in Picture 3.
MaxoTel have a lot of additional information in their FAQ 
section that you might find interesting

PERFORMING AN ECHOTEST (Recommended)
Useful to check your latency and to make sure you have 
configured telephone correctly to use the MaxoTel’s 
network. Enter the following into the box shown in 
Picture 3 50012 then hit return to make the call follow 
the instructions given to you by the voice message to 
complete the test. Proceed to “Step 6” if you have more 
than one extension to configure.

Step 5: (Optional): Modifying the account Description.
Step 5.1: Proceed to Telephone’s preferences. (Telephone 
–> Preferences)
Step 5.2: Once in Telephone’s Preferences choose the 
accounts tab. Then uncheck the box  Use this account .
Now you should be able to edit the description field to 
whatever you would like.

https://www.maxo.com.au/
http://code.google.com/p/telephone/
https://www.maxo.com.au/my_account
https://www.maxo.com.au/?mt=faq
https://www.maxo.com.au/?mt=faq
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Step 5.3: Once you have entered something in the 
description field, like in the example in Picture 4, do not 
forget to recheck the option “Use this account”.
Step 5.4: After you have recheck the option “Use this 
account”. You are done and you should now see this with 
your edited description.

Step 6: Adding an additional extension.
Step 6.1: Proceed to Telephone’s preferences. (Telephone  
> Preferences)
Step 6.2: Once in Telephone’s Preferences choose the 
accounts tab.

Step 6.3: Now click on the plus icon (+) (pictured above.) 
This will open the “Account Setup” window again

Step 6.4: Now you can start from Step 3 to setup your 
next account.  Also we recommend you have a look at 
Step 5: Modifying the Account Description.

Picture 4: Telephone’s Preference
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Mac OS X Snow Leopard for Power Users 
Pam Doughty

Mac OS X Snow Leopard for Power Users Cover

T his book is for everyone who has ever wanted to 
find out more about often used features. You do not 
have to be a programmer just interested in how to 

get that little bit more out of your operating system.

Before you stop reading because you have imagined 
this book is too complex for you consider the following. 
A section that would interest many Mac users is the one 
about web browsers. Scott starts with how to obtain 
more from Safari but goes even further to examine other 
popular browsers under the sub-headings of:

What’s good,
What’s bad,
What’s unique, and
Who should use this browser.

This book covers more than maintaining your 
operating system, using Spotlight and the Dock. There 
is a very comprehensive section on passwords, security, 
back-ups and protecting your valuable data. Video 
and sound capture comprehensively covered along 
with conversion to various formats. Those interested in 
photos, automatically inserting text and compressing 
and expanding files have not been forgotten.

From the beginning Scott points out that the reader 
needs a good knowledge of the standard Mac OS X 
procedures. You need to be comfortable with installing 
software and updating it using Software Update, you 
need to be happy to locate files that are outside of 
your home directory if asked to do so, and be willing to 
type something into Terminal or use Automator under 
guidance. 

Scott knows his readers well so does not talk down 
to us while maintaining a style that makes you want 
to keep on reading and to find out more. There are 
plenty of references to further reading via web sites and 
suggestions and detailed examination of alternative 
applications/utilities.

In this book I discovered how to do more than I had 
imagined was possible and it was easy to understand. It 
is important for me to know both why I might want to 
make a change and also why I may not want to follow 
that path. The book provides the answers.

Title: Mac OS X Snow Leopard for Power Users
Author: Scott Granneman
Publisher: Apress
Publish Date: 1st edition, October 2010
Format: Ebook Safari Books Online
Pages: 480 (paperback)
ISBN 10: 1-4302-303-4 
ISBN13: 978-1-4302-3030-4
Price: US $49.99

NOTE: The web site says Print Book Price: $39.99 and eBook 
Price: $27.99. Price on the back of the book is $49.99
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Andy Affleck

When Should We Introduce  
Social Media to Kids? 

W hen my son was in third grade, he attended a 
Waldorf school where modern technology and 
media - TVs, computers, mobile phones, video 

games, and so on - are severely restricted. My wife and I 
embraced that idea while simultaneously feeing a little 
uncomfortable about it.

On the one hand, kids need to be kids and there 
should be no rush to have them grow up and be exposed 
to more-adult things. I also came away from my time at 
the Harvard Graduate School of Education's Technology 
in Education program with the firm belief that computers 
in education make more sense at older ages than at 
younger ages. Kids need the hands-on, get-your-fingers-
dirty aspects of childhood. All the constructivist (and 
constructionist) theories and tools can't hold a candle to 
actual mucking about with objects in the real world.

Kids need the hands-on, get-your-fingers-dirty aspects 
of childhood

 

On the other hand, adults use technology constantly, 
from the iPhone and iPad to the Mac, and we spend 
time on Twitter and Facebook, among many other 
online services. So it has become harder to stick to this 
viewpoint over the years, not because of improvements 
to educational technology, but rather because of the 
continuing insinuation of advanced technology into 
everyday life and the rapid growth of social media. And 
that raises the question of when a child is old enough to 

be allowed to use the same technological products and 
services that we adults do.

My son, now 10 years old, wants a Facebook account. 
He wants the restrictions to chat removed on his 
FreeRealms account. He's starting to be bothered by the 
limits in interactions in Webkinz, and he wants to video 
chat with his friends on Skype. Also, he wants to make 
digital things. He wants to write games to share with his 
friends on the Web, he wants to become a YouTube star 
(so far, I'm helping him do movie reviews) and he wants 
to write, film, edit, and score a movie (I signed him up for 
a mini-camp at the local Apple Store to get him started).

I'm beginning to adjust my thinking about what 
technology he should be allowed to use. The content 
creation and publishing tools don't bother me much - 
they have only recently become usable by kids. But the 
social media question is harder. His generation will be 
far more connected than mine is. Why should we hold 
off on introducing him to that world? It will play such a 
significant role in his life that it seems to me his education 
should begin sooner. If he is to be truly successful in the 
world when he comes of age, he should be armed to the 
teeth with knowledge and skills.

Of course, the big issue is his age. He and his peers are 
too young to navigate the eddies and swirls of the social 
media stream. You read about the horror stories of young 
people getting online and not being able to deal with 
the bullying and pressures that exist out there. Alarmist 
pieces like "Facebook pressure: The horrifying week I 
spent spying on my 11-year-old daughter" scare parents 

into clamping down on social media use when, in fact, 
the author of that very article actually happens on the 
solution: parental supervision.

When our children go out into the real world at this 
age, they never do so alone. We parents accompany 
them. I go with my son when he needs to go to the store. 
I take him to his play dates. I take him to his scouting 
and karate events. Or he goes with my wife or another 
parent. Pre-teens are almost never left alone without 
adult supervision, to keep them safe and to ensure 
nothing bad happens. Kids at this age are not good at 
seeing consequences to their actions, and they do many 
ill-considered things.

It's our job as parents to protect our children and to 
keep things from getting out of hand

 

So it's our job as parents to protect our children and 
to keep things from getting out of hand. It is our voices 
that tell them not to get too close to the campfire or to 
stay off the rocks so no one falls. It is we who tell them 
to look both ways when crossing the street, to eat their 
vegetables, to turn off the TV and read a book, to go 
to bed now, to not treat their friend that way, and to 
answer the telephone politely. We tell them when to say 
please and thank you so they learn at least the form of 
manners, even if their understanding of why manners are 
important won't come for years. We pay attention to their 
social interactions to help prevent them from becoming 
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bullies or complete introverts. We guide them and teach 
them how to work within our society.

Parents do all these things in the real world, but at 
the same time many tell their children that they cannot 
go online. They prohibit all things online because they 
are scared of the bullying and the predators out there. 
And they do this even though online predation is a vastly 
overblown worry and research has shown that bullying is 
still more an offline problem than an online one.

Parents also latch onto things like Facebook's age 
limits, which restrict accounts to those who are at least 13 
years old. It's an easy crutch, so they either lean on it or 
end up inadvertently teaching their kids that lying about 
their age is OK to get them in early. (Ironically, the age 
restriction is not there to protect kids, but rather exists as 
the way these sites handle COPPA, the Children's Online 
Privacy Protection Act. See "How COPPA Fails Parents, 
Educators, Youth" for an explanation.)

But all of these knee-jerk reactions assume that we 
are going to hand over the computer and walk away.

Instead, we should start to walk our kids into this 
online world just as we walk them into the real world. Let 
them get online but supervise them. Allow them to start 
exploring and learning how the online world works but 
stay with them on the journey until they can go alone, 
the same way we already do this in the real world. (At 
the same time, we need to recognize how immersive 
and compelling this online world can be and set sensible 
limits. Children should still run outside and play with 
real toys, not spend all of their time online with virtual 
friends.)

We should start to walk our kids into this online world 
just as we walk them into the real world

 

If you see bullying in the real world, you inform the 
parent of the offending child and hope they will do 
something about it. If you see bullying online, you can do 
the same thing. And if the other parent fails to address 
the problem in the real world, you can usually escalate 
the complaint to an authority figure - a bus driver, 
teacher, or principal. That's not possible online, but in the 
virtual world, you can block the bully from contacting 
your kid entirely, which isn't possible in the real world. If 
your own child acts inappropriately, you are there to stop 
it and explain how social networks work, or at least how 
they should work. In short, you can teach your kids how 
to act in polite online society, just as you teach them to 
navigate social situations in the real world.

Of course, the fallacy with this approach is that many 
of the parents in my generation have no clue about 
appropriate online behavior. Luckily, most of what's 
necessary can be accomplished merely by sitting with 
your children as they explore online, so you are there to 
correct or guide. I wish there were an online course for 
parents to teach them what they need to know to do 
their jobs correctly in the new media space. And I also 
wish our schools would take up the challenge and find a 
way to add social networking tools to their curricula so 
that children learn to use them in a smart, effective, and 
ethical manner.

As regards my own family, I am not saying that I 
will let my son lie and get a Facebook account. I do still 
believe that we must consider age appropriateness. He is 
just learning how to use the phone to call his friends (we 
still have to remind him to be polite to adults, tell them 
who he is when he calls, and things like that), he can't 
type that well yet, and, frankly, he's only 10. There's plenty 
of time. (That said, we've just learned of a new site called 
Togetherville that piggybacks on Facebook and provides 
some level of access with full parental supervision. We 
will be exploring it as a possible bridge to Facebook 
when he is older.)

When he's ready for social networking, I'll be there to 
guide him, just as I am out in the real world

 
But my reasons for holding him back from at least 
the social media side of things stem not from fear but 
rather from a belief that he is not sufficiently mature or 
socially adept yet. I believe he will reach that state long 
before he's 13, but I'll deal with that conundrum then. 
Meanwhile, he can create all the content he wants, start 
his own blog, and more. And as he does and when he's 
ready for social networking, I'll be there to guide him, just 
as I am out in the real world.

 
Comments about…

Duck over to the TidBITS site and read the comments 
others have left on this topic, and feel free to add your 
own comments.
Comments
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CHANGE A CHILD’S LIFE TODAY.
Call 1300 FAMILY or visit thesmithfamily.com.au

Financial  
disadvantage  
is a big problem  
for over 680,000  
Aussie kids
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Spotlight Cooks

ingredients

 1 1/3 cups Self Raising Flour

 1 cup rolled oats

 3/4 c up red, white and green M&Ms or Smarties

 3/4 cup chocolate chips

 1/2 cup brown or raw sugar

 1/2 cup white sugar

 1/2 cup dried apples (or sultanas, peanuts)

Method
Start with a 1 litre jar. (About 15 cm high and 11 cm wide) 
Layer the ingredients in as follows:

 Flour

 Oats

 Coloured M&Ms

 Chocolate chips

 Brown sugar

 White sugar

 Chopped dried apples

Celebration Biscuit Gift
Pam Doughty

The chopped dried apples are last as the amount can be 
varied to fill the jar completely. The ingredients should fill 
the jar before putting on the lid.

Tie a coloured ribbon around the lid.

Add a sticker to the jar or a card on the ribbon with the 
following instructions.

To make up your celebration biscuits

Add 1 slightly beaten egg, 125 gm butter (melted slightly 
in the microwave) and1 teaspoon vanilla

Use the back of a large spoon or your hands and mix wet 
ingredients into dry ingredients.

Roll the dough into 3 cm balls, place on a baking tray 
covered with baking paper and bake for about 10 
minutes in a preheated 175 degree oven. Makes about 30 
biscuits. 
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Money Scan x2 -  
Money detector for iPhone and iPod touch

D o you fancy yourself as a super sleuth? Or have you been burnt once before? Well, 
fear no more, for the Money Scanx2 App is here! It is the first application that 
reveals counterfeit bills for your iPhone and iPod touch.

 IT ENABLES YOU TO DETERMINE COUNTERFEIT BILLS WHEREVER YOU ARE. 

So, next time you’re on holiday in the deepest darkest corners of Asia and are 
given a wad of distinctly suspicious looking Laotian Kip as change for your new pair of 
fisherman’s pants, your nemesis will never escape! You’ll be able to chase after the cheeky 
blighter who thought he could get away with counterfeiting you… 
(just make sure you put your iPhone back in your pocket while you’re chasing him, or he 
might well have that too…)

For a particularly frugal $1.19, Money Scan x2 guarantees the authenticity of every 
bill. It is fast and easy to use and effective even in places with low light. In a blink of an 
eye you will be able to scan your bills. It’s genius!

Never be fooled again!

Visit their website
Purchase and Download! 

http://www.wstudio.in/iphone-app/money-scan-x2
http://itunes.apple.com/app/money-scan-x2-money-detector/id398958662?mt=8
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Show Me Decorating Website
Purchase and Download! 

I t’s that time of year again, hooray for the festive 
season! Great weather, (supposedly) an excuse to 
gorge on excessive food, drink bucketloads and wear 

silly hats all the time. And decorate your house as garishly 
as a primary school classroom. Or not as the case may be. 
Thanks to Christmas decorating experts Kathy Harrison 
and Becky McCraney, you can save yourself from day-glo 
crepe paper chains and flashing rainbow lights with the 
brand new ‘Show Me Decorating’ festive App for your 
iPhone. For just $8.99, you can transform your home into 
magazine-cover perfection with Show Me Decorating’s 
step-by-step instructions to decorate your tree, home 
and garden to be the envy of the neighbourhood.

YOU CAN ALMOST SMELL THAT MULLED WINE….  
MAKE MINE A LARGE ONE.

Pick from a festive array of colour themes from ‘Royal 
Red and Gold’ to ‘Christmas Gone Wild,’ ‘Winter Whimsy,’ 
‘Be Jolly’ and a sled-full more. Decorate your tree with 
ease by following the instructions on the educational 
videos and guides. Each theme selection comes with 
a recommended shopping list for ribbon, balls, floral, 
and ornaments in quantities determined by the size of 
the user’s tree. Owners of the app can upload photos to 
Facebook, Twitter, or to email to show off their Christmas 
tree with the rest of the world. Show Me Decorating 
also provides users with access to, “News You Can 
Use,” containing fun decorating tips from the experts 
themselves. 

Get Festive with Show Me Decorating!

Step-by-step instructions and educational videos

  

AMUG Sydney
PO Box 304 Mortdale 2223
Ph 9387 2069 • Fax 9387 3227
Email: sydamug@me.com

homepage.mac.com/sydamug/

 …then come along to our 

Saturday Workshop 
Held monthly at the University of NSW, 
Kensington, Webster Building, in the 
computer lab, Level 1. 10am-2pm. 
One person per computer – use the 
installed Macs or bring your own Apple 
notebook. See web site for dates.  
Email us for Bookings. 

http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/show-me-decorating/id386099720?mt=8
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/show-me-decorating/id386099720?mt=8
http://www.homepage.mac.com/sydamug/
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Allows Users to Mail Photos 
as Postcards

Simply Postcards

S ending postcards just got 
more convenient and personal. 
SimplyPostcards.net announces 

the launch of a free iPhone app that 
lets users send a real, stick-it-on the 
fridge postcard from their mobile 
device to anyone in the world. Users 

can select a photo from their iPhone’s gallery or snap one 
on the spot, add a note, and Simply Postcards takes care 
of the rest: It’s printed, stamped and mailed the next day. 

The app is ideal for many different types of consumers 
including travelers looking to send their photo home to 
Mum – not the stock photo off the rack. It is a must-have 
for the proud new dad who can now send a postcard 
of his new baby to friends and family instantly from the 
hospital. Conveniently send a postcard on a moment’s 
notice without worrying about stamps or mailboxes.

The postcards ship the next day from Simply 
Postcard’s fulfillment center and arrive 2-3 days later to 
US destinations and normally within a week for other 
destinations around the globe.

Play with simple photo editing tools, which also 
includes a selection of border overlays. When writing 
your message, you can choose from a few different 
fonts and finally you can send the completed postcard 
to a single destination or up to eight different ones. 
Addresses can be entered in manually or selected from 
the standard contacts list.

Editing the photo on the front of the postcard

Your message, From Address and To Address on the rear of the 
postcard

Device Requirements:
•	 iPhone,	iPod	touch,	and	iPad
•	 Requires	iOS	3.0	or	later
•	 4.1	MB

Pricing and Availability:
Simply Postcards 1.0 is free to download, and every 

user’s first postcard is free.
Additional postcard credits can be purchased from 

within the app, using any major credit card or through 
PayPal, for US$1.99 for a single credit and you can get 
credits for as little as US$1.00 each if you purchase in 
bulk. It costs a single credit to send a postcard to any 
address in the United States and two credits per postcard 
to send anywhere else in the world. This is often far 
cheaper then buying a stock postcard and placing real 
stamps on it!

The app is available exclusively in Apple’s App Store, 
however, users can take a tour of the app and view screen 
shots on the Simply Postcards.net website.

Simply Postcards website
Download From iTunes

“With Simply Postcards, you can instantly mail your photos as real postcards from anywhere in the world,” says CEO 
Adam Fried.  “Our customers are snapping photos from the Great Wall of China and having their printed postcards 
arrive in three days. It’s a really cool technology that we are extremely excited to offer consumers.”

http://www.simplypostcards.net
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/simply-postcards/id397153849?mt=8
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/simply-postcards/id397153849?mt=8
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iPad Magic 6 — Photos
By Dick Johnson

T he iPad hardly looks like the sort of gadget that 
would take photos. And guess what. It doesn’t -  I 
guess everything has its limits. But it does have the 

capacity to take screenshots of its own contents, and 
allows you to download your own photos and send them 
to others. By the end of this article, you’ll be an expert. 

Screenshots
At any moment, you can capture an image of 

whatever is displayed on your iPad. I’ve found that even 
in situations where items are in a state of movement, you 
can capture an image. I was never fast enough to capture 
the image of the bard in the Shakespeare App, or the 
opening of the Bible in the Bible App, but maybe you 
could see if you’re snappy enough to capture an image 
on your chosen App before it flicks on to the next page. 
The process is pretty simple. When the image you wish to 
preserve is displayed on screen, press the HOME button 
while you hold down the ON/OFF button at the top of 
the iPad. When you hear the shutter-click sound, you 
know that the image has been captured. You will find the 
image stored at the end of the personal photo list you 
have on your iPad. Make sure you don’t hold the ON/OFF 
switch for too long, or the iPad will go into shut down 
mode. Similarly, if you hold the HOME switch for too 
long it will dart away from the image to be captured and 
display the home screen. My preferred technique is to 
press HOME followed by the ON/OFF button. All the iPad 
screen shots in this article have been created in this way. 

Downloading Photos

Fig.1 – Apple’s Camera Connection Kit (camera link) 

Fig.2-Camera Connection-SD card 

There are a number of ways to download photos to 
your iPad.  Apple markets a Camera Connection Kit which 
has two plugs, each of which fit into the iPad’s dock. The 
first is a plug which will take a direct connection from 
your camera. For this, you will need software to interpret 
the photos on the SD card via the camera (Fig.1). In the 
second method (Fig.2) you use the alternative connector 
that comes with the kit and simply plug the SD card into 
it. In my experience, it is far easier to plug an SD card 
directly into an Apple port and have iPhoto read the card 
than rely on the often cranky camera software, which 
sometimes performs and sometimes doesn’t. The camera 
connection kit is priced at A$39. 

http://www.appleusers.org/store/apple-australia/
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Fig.3 – Syncing your iPad with your Mac via iTunes.  
Click APPLY then SYNC 

The third method is to draw photos down from iPhoto 
on your Mac. For this you must sync your iPad to your 
Mac. Go to iTunes and click on the link to sync (Fig.3). Be 
aware that if you have other photos on your iPad that 
are not selected, you may lose them while the sync is in 
process.  A way of getting around this is to export photos 
out of iPhoto into separate folders which contain only 
jpegs. Hold these on the Mac in folders with names like 
Pix-2000, Pix-2001 etc. When you sync, you can elect to 
have the pictures from iPhoto-2000 and iPhoto-2010 
together, by selecting them on the Mac before you make 

the sync. Nevertheless, you do have to make a choice. 
Either download from iPhoto and the albums therein, or 
download from individual folders containing jpegs- you 
can’t do both at the same time. When you perform a 
download, the syncing operation removes all the photos 
on the iPad before downloading the new selection. There 
are ways of getting around this, for example importing 
the photos into iPhoto, or exporting them from iPhoto 
into folders.
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Displaying Photos 
This is where the iPad really shines. The substantial 

screen is perfect for showcasing your snaps. To work 
with photos, tap on the Photos icon at the bottom of the 
home page. This exposes your pictures organised in a 
large array of thumbnails (Fig.4). 

To navigate through them swiftly, just skid your finger 
from bottom to top and the thumbnails will slide up 
quickly, slowing down when you can give it another 
skid to move towards the bottom of your list. Once you 
identify a picture you want to look at, tap it and it will 
expand to fill the screen (Fig.5). 

Fig.4- Ipad Thumbnails Fig.5- Tap photo to see it

 
When the picture has a landscape orientation, turn the 
iPad from a vertical to a horizontal position to expand 
the size of the image and fill the display. With the vertical 
orientation, use finger spreading to expand the picture 
size (Fig.6). 

Fig.6- Double click to maximise
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Now put your finger on the image and move it around so 
that it has the best orientation on the screen for display .  
Another very simple way is to double tap the image 
when it will expand to full size. Double tap again and 
it shrinks to its original size. All hail Apple and its great 
intuitive finger technology!  

Fig.7- Position image by dragging about with finger

A single tap on a picture at normal size reveals 
controls and information at the top and bottom of screen 
(Fig.5). At the bottom of the screen is a strip, which 
depicts your photos. Slide along this to move to other 
parts of the collection, and tap on any one to expand to 
full size. At the top of the screen is a central bar telling 
you what position the current photo has in the collection, 
for example no.60 of 1089. Tapping the ALL PHOTOS 
button takes you back to the thumbnail display. Tap the 
square box with the leaping arrow to reveal a series of 
options which include emailing the photo, or using it as 
wallpaper (Fig.8).  

Fig.8- Email photo or turn to wallpaper

The slideshow option (Fig.9) allows you to select music to 
accompany the show and provides a variety of transitions 
from one photo to another. I’m afraid I’m old fashioned 
and find these distracting, but they are ingenious and an 
amusement for at least a minute or two. Heck! You might 
really like them. If you want to vary the time that each 
pic is resident on the screen, you can make changes in 
SETTINGS>PHOTOS. 

Fig.9- Slideshow options with transitions and music
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Photos can also be displayed in albums by ‘faces’ 
and ‘places’. My photos were all taken with a camera 
not adapted to GPS so I can’t demonstrate the ‘places’ 
function, but ‘faces’ is simple to demonstrate. If you’ve 
never set iPhoto up for ‘faces,’ go to the top of the list of 
photos and slowly move down it, targeting photos of 
people facing forwards, in good light and with a normal 
expression. Click on the NAME button at the far left of 
the iPhoto tools at the bottom of the screen. A square 
will appear around the face of the person in the picture 
with a name tag below. Type the person’s name in the 
name tag, click DONE and move on to the next photo. 
I found the accuracy pretty ordinary in a once off trial. 
It misnamed many people and missed others tagged 
with the correct names. I think the system can be trained 
by entering names against a larger number of different 
pictures of the same person.  

A quick sync on the iPad will transfer this information 
across and update the previous photos. Figure 10 shows 
my photos sorted by album and Figure 11 by faces. Just 
tap any photo pile to show all the individual pictures 
therein. 

Fig.10- Sort by album Fig.11- Sort by faces

http://www.appleusers.org/store/apple-australia/
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Deleting Photos 
You can’t delete the photos you have imported to 

your iPad directly. You can only remove them in the 
syncing process using iTunes. You can remove iPad 
screenshots separately to the other pictures on your iPad. 
When you sync, iPhoto will give you the opportunity to 
remove them separately. Photos downloaded to your 
iPad from your camera or SD card will be recognised by 
iPhoto as ‘new.’ When this happens, you can then choose 
to import them to your Mac.  

Sending Photos 
As I mentioned earlier, it is easy to send photos to 

other people. Tap the picture you want to send, and then 
the box with the arrow emerging from it (Fig.9). Select 
from the available options as we did previously in Fig.8. 
Fig12 shows me emailing a picture of my daughter and 
her little son Jack to my other daughters.  

Fig12- Email your pictures to your family!

From time to time, AppleUsers.org 
looks for volunteers to assist with 
various tasks.

Unfortunately, we can’t offer a 
wage for any of these positions, 
but we do offer the opportunity to 
get your name out there and to 
hone your skills.

We are always on the look out for 
people to review;

✓ Books (physical & ebooks)

✓ Mac OS X Software

✓ iPhone Applications

✓ Hardware & Peripherals

Either on an an-going basis or in 
an ad-hoc fashion.

For more information and a list of 
other positions, please visit;
www.appleusers.org/about/jobs

Positions Available

http://www.appleusers.org/about/jobs
http://www.appleusers.org/store/apple-australia/
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MIGRATING TO A NEW MAC
Reader Sam Sellars is trading up, but wants to do so 
cleanly. He writes:

I’m getting a new 27-inch iMac and want to transfer 
all the e-mail, calendars, and documents over to it 
from my MacBook Pro. However, Im afraid to move 
everything because my laptop has crashed a couple 
of times and I’m concerned that some of its files are 
corrupt. Am I paranoid?

I’m not licensed to make such determinations of your 
psyche, I’m afraid. So we’ll call you cautious. Let’s try to 
bring some perspective to that caution.

It’s important to understand that this isn’t an all-or-
nothing proposition. When you fire up your new iMac 
you’ll be offered the option to transfer the data from your 
old Mac to your new one. Should you agree to this you 
can transfer over a network or Firewire some or all of the 
contents of your user account, your applications, network 
and computers settings, and files stored outside your 
Home folder.

Specifically, within your user folder, you can choose 
to copy the contents of your Desktop, Documents, 
Downloads, Movies, Music, Pictures, Public, and Sites 
folders. (You may see other folders that are also currently 
stored in your Home folder.) Nothing in these folders 
should cause your Mac to crash (though a corrupt library 
or file could cause an application to misbehave).  
The contents of the Library and System folders at the root 

level of your old Mac wont be transferred to the new one 
as the new Mac will have its own fresh copies.

However, regardless of whether you choose a 
selection of these folders or all of them, the contents 
of the Library folder within that user folder will also be 
transferred. And this Library folder is where Id focus my 
attention.

It’s possible that theres something in it thats mucking 
up your MacBook Pro. One easy way to find out is to 
create a new user account on your laptop, switch to that 
account, and see if your MacBook Pro crashes in the way 
it has previously. If not and you can predictably make 
it crash in your regular account, the ~/Library folder is 
suspect.

More often than not, however, application crashes are 
due to a problem with a specific application and kernel 
panics (the big crashes that bring a Mac to its knees) 
are hardware related. Given that, you might not wish to 
migrate your applications but instead install fresh copies. 
And before jacking in a dozen peripherals, try running 
the new Mac with just its mouse and keyboard. If it fares 
well, feel free to use your peripherals. If it then crashes, 
look for updated drivers and, failing that, unplug the 
peripherals, plug in one at a time, test each one, and try 
to determine which is doing The Bad Thing.

Or, do as I do. Run Software Update on the MacBook 

Pro to be sure its completely up to date and then migrate 
everything on it to the new Mac. Afterwards, if it doesn’t 
work as you’d like it to, whip out the iMacs installation 
disc and take it back to like-new condition. At that point 
you can use some of these hints for a more selective 
migration.

Christopher Breen
Mac 911

http://www.appleusers.org/store/apple-australia/
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WHEN PERMISSIONS WON’T 
BE REPAIRED
Reader Jason Brunk is concerned about permissions 
that just don’t seem repairable. He writes:

I have a Mac Pro running Snow Leopard 10.6.5. When 
I repair permissions, there are about a dozen items 
that are listed as repaired. But if I repeat the process, 
either immediately or a day later, the same list is 
repaired all over again. What gives?

I can say with some confidence that the messages you 
see repeated time and again contain the word Java. You 
might also see Warning: 

SUID file System/Library/CoreServices 
RemoteManagement/ARDAgent.app/Contents/MacOS/
ARDAgent has been modified and will not be repaired.

Apple tells us don’t sweat it in its KnowledgeBase 
article, Mac OS X: Disk Utility’s Repair Disk Permissions 
messages that you can safely ignore.

After listing scads of these messages, the document 
ends with: 

You can safely ignore these messages. You can also 
usually ignore any ACL found but not expected message. 
These messages can occur if you change permissions on 
a file or directory. These messages are accurate but are 
generally not a cause for concern.

IMPORTING IPHONE CLIPS 
INTO IMOVIE
Reader Jason is new around here and needs some 
help with the iPhone-to-iMovie workflow. He writes:

I’m new to Macs and cant seem to copy videos taken 
on my iPhone over to iMovie. The Mac seems to want 
to open iPhoto and sees the videos as a picture. Is 
there anything I’m missing?

Just a basic understanding of how iPhone movies are 
treated by a Mac and new and older versions of iPhoto 
and iMovie. It’s like this:

Shoot a movie with your iPhone or 4G iPod touch and 
then attach the device to your Mac via the sync cable. By 
default, iPhoto and iTunes open. Check iPhotos Library 
pane and you’ll see your iPhone listed as a camera. 
Again, by default, its contents will appear in iPhotos main 
window. Movies you’ve captured with your iPhone will 
appear with a small camcorder icon in their bottom left 
corner. Select those movies and click the Import Selected 
button and the movies will be imported to your iPhoto 
library.

When you launch iMovie it will likely ask if you’d like 
to update thumbnails for videos in your iPhoto library. 
Let it do that by clicking the Now button. When iMovies 
done you should see the clips you’ve recently imported 
into iPhoto.

This describes how it was done prior to iLife ‘11. If you 
have the latest version of iMovie you have a more direct 
route. iPhoto will still launch and you can still import your 
iPhone and 4G iPod touch movies into it, but you can also 
import movies directly into iMovie 11.

Launch iMovie 11, attach your iPhone or 4G iPod 
touch to your Mac, and click the Camcorder icon that 
appears just above the Event Library. In a short while 
iMovie will recognize the iPhone or iPod touch and 
produce an Import From window that includes all the 
videos on the attached device. At this point, import the 
clips just as you would from any compatible camera or 
camcorder. Select the clips you want and click the Import 
Selected or Import All button.

In the sheet that subsequently appears, choose the 
event you want to place the clips in (or create a new 
event). If you like, enable the After Import Analyze For 
option and choose Stabilization and People, Stabilization, 
or People from the pop-up menu. Click Import to begin 
importing the clips.

Christopher Breen
Mac 911

http://support.apple.com/kb/ts1448
http://support.apple.com/kb/ts1448
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CONVERTING E-BOOKS FOR 
IOS DEVICES

Reader Duane Campbell would like to read some 
older e-books on his iPad. He writes:

I have some old electronic books in different formats. 
Some work on my iPad and others don’t. Is there a 
way to convert them so I can read all my books?

Just so you’re fully up to speed, you should know 
that the iBooks app supports electronic documents in 
the PDF and EPUB formats. To get these documents on 
to your iPad, just drag them to your iTunes library and 
they’ll be filed under Books in iTunes Source list. Once 
they are you can select them for syncing in the Books tab 
that appears when you connect your iPad to your Mac.

For those e-books that aren’t available in these 
formats, there’s Calibre.

This free open-source utility can convert from a wide 
variety of formats (CBZ, CBR, CBC, CHM, EPUB, FB2, HTML, 
LIT, LRF, MOBI, ODT, PDF, PRC, PDB, PML, RB, RTF, SNB, 
TCR, TXT) to a not-quite-as-wide variety of formats (EPUB, 
FB2, OEB, LIT, LRF, MOBI, PDB, PML, RB, PDF, SNB, TCR, 
TXT). For our purposes you care only about EPUB.

In addition to its ability to convert formats, it can also 
rescale font sizes, detect and create chapters and tables 
of content, and grab metadata (title, author, description, 
and cover image) from the Web. Within Calibre you 
can also choose to sync converted e-books to your 
connected iPad, iPhone, or iPod touch.

Credits
Macworld Senior Editor Christopher Breen is the author 
of “Secrets of the iPod and iTunes (6th edition),” and “The 
iPod and iTunes Pocket Guide (4th edition)” both from 
Peachpit Press and “Mac OS X 10.5 Leopard Essential 
Training (video)” from lynda.com
Find Chris’ books at www.amazon.com and www.
peachpit.com. Get special user group pricing on 
Macworld Magazine! Subscribe today at http://www.
macworld.com/useroffer

Christopher Breen
Mac 911

http://calibre-ebook.com/
http://www.amazon.com
http://www.peachpit.com
http://www.peachpit.com
http://www.macworld.com/useroffer
http://www.macworld.com/useroffer
http://www.squizcards.com
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Imposition Studio
Automatically creates output ready 
Impositioned PDF file from one or 
more PDF files. Make standard print 
layouts using the included layout 
templates or create your own 
custom layouts with any number of 
ups and printing styles. Easily 
creates Hot Folder dropable PDF 
files for Books in minutes. 

Label Maker Professional
Make address labels, mailing labels, 
shipping labels, envelopes, form 
letters, business cards, ID cards, 
postcards letterheads, Inventory 
Tags and diverse labels. Starting 
from existing label templates, it 
gives you the most of the Avery 
labels and cards formats, or custom 
design your own labels format.

Number Press
Ideal to number forms, raffles, NCR, 
Slips, Multiple-Up or anything that 
needs to be numbered. Choose any 
font, style or size; Place up to 32 
Numbers anywhere on the page; 
Repeat, skip, ascending or 
descending numbers; Include a 
Prefix, Suffix or leading zeros.

TypeBook Creator
Explore your fonts and create 
beautiful type specimen books and 
font sample sheets. Offers 17 classic 
specimen page layouts and 
numerous customization and 
categorization options, plus the new 
“Quick Mix Suggestions” feature, 
which suggests alternative or similar 
fonts for any font in your database.

Swift Publisher
Easily design colorful flyers, 
brochures, newsletters and 
letterheads with a great choice of 
professionally-made designs and 
clipart images. 24,000+ high quality 
images, 130 designs, 100 unique 
masks, Background and Foreground 
layers, adjustable shadow effects, 
master pages, imposition and many 
other features will help you to 
layout high-impact documents.

Disc Cover
Create disc labels, covers, tray 
inserts, folding booklets, slim cases, 
and super jewel boxes, as well as 
mini-CD labels, business card CDs, 
VHS wraps.

Business Card Composer
Create and print business cards, 
calling cards and badges. Uses 
personal data from Apple Address 
Book, and images from iPhoto and 
Aperture to use on the card design. 
Business Card Composer offers to 
print cards for yourself, print one 
design for several people, or even 
print multiple designs on one sheet.

Labels & Addresses
Print all sorts of labels and 
envelopes. Merge printing capability 
makes the program a great tool for 
Holiday seasons, by helping users to 
design and print multiple greeting 
envelopes and postcards with 
automatically substitutable 
addresses.

Page Layout Designer
Create and print outstanding 
brochures, flyers, newsletters, 
labels, postcards, business cards, ID 
cards, greeting cards, invitations, 
envelopes, facsimile, letterheads, 
memos, etc. with easy-to-use 
templates or create your own 
amazing designs for any occasions. 
Includes professionally designed 
templates, images, fonts, type 
styles, and special text and image 
effects

CountCharacter/PinYin
“Service” menu items. 
CountCharacters displays number of 
characters, words and lines of 
selected text in other application. 
PinYin displays PinYin (phonetic 
symbol of chinese word) of selected 
text.

Grammarian PRO X
Arsenal of professional writing tools 
to combat those embarrassing 
writing errors that everyone tends 
to make, a universal interactive 
grammar checking, smart spelling 
checking, dictionary, thesaurus, 

autocorrect, and styled-text 
autotype tool that works with 
virtually every program on your 
computer. 

Cheap Impostor
Shrink and reorder multiple pages 
onto a single sheet of paper so that 
when printed, the stack of pages 
can be stapled into a magazine or 
bound into a book.

iCalamus
Excellent choice for all layout 
purposes from simple posters and 
business letters over complex 
layouted magazines up to books and 
scientific works.

Avery DesignPro for Mac
Gives you the most flexibility while 
designing and printing Avery labels, 
business cards, dividers, t-shirt 
transfers, greeting cards and more. 
Allows users to effortlessly merge 
data from Address Book and Mail 
and quickly import personal photos 
from iPhoto. Easily import playlists 
or albums from iTunes onto Media 
products or capture and transfer 
customized designs and logos onto 
various projects using the Snapshot 
Gallery.

Clean Text
Eliminates all text formatting and 
performs other useful functions, 
such as removing empty lines, 
removing unwanted spaces, 
removing tab characters, converting 
smart quotes, tabs, returns, and 
more.

Word Counter
Performs a word count and a 
character count. Show the progress 
achieved towards a set goal for the 
total number of words and 
characters. Perform bulk counts on 
multiple files and folders simply by 
dropping them onto the window. 
Count the number of times a 
particular word appears in a 
document.

DesktopPublisher Pro
Lets you tinker, tweak and outright 
torture text, plus create headlines 
and special effects like the best of 
the big-name publishing software at 
a fraction of the cost.

Listing Continues…



Labels and Cards Pro
Premier general purpose labeling 
program that provides you with a 
complete label, barcode and mailing 
list capability. Creates virtually any 
kind of label. Allows you to easily 
maintain a mailing list database and 
use it to generate personalized form 
letters.

Disk Labels Pro
Create CD/DVD labels using various 
built-in label formats, clipart images, 
and layouts provided. Various 
objects, like text, graphics and 
images can be easily added to your 
documents.

Desktop Calendar Pro
Create bright and attractive Yearly. 
Monthly, Weekly, and Daily 
calendars. 

Design and Print Studio
Create greeting cards, certificates, 
banners, signs, letterhead, 
calendars, envelopes, invitations 
and postcards.

DoubleTake
The "nano" of stitching software for 
panoramas—When you can not get 
far enough away to fit everything in 
the viewfinder; Add surroundings to 
a shot of an event which has now 
passed; Make large images suitable 
for the "Ken Burns" effect in iPhoto 
or FotoMagico; Photo montages.

Poster Print
Ultimate solution for creating huge 
prints. Holiday fotography, 
panorama picture or banner? It 
doesn't matter. Due to it's wide 
function palette, it provides you with 
everything you need. Creating a 
poster requires only a few clicks and 
you can extend your poster using 
other elements such as text and 
images.

WorksWell
Powerful document creation tool 
with excellent graphics capabilities 
and many novel useful features.

Create
Quickly layout books, newsletters, 
pamphlets, manuals and other 
desktop publishing tasks. Splines, 
Stars & the Library let you quickly 
make and reuse art. Make logos, 
business cards, flyers, 
announcements.

PDF Studio Pro
Review and Annotate Documents, 
Scan-To-PDF, Fill In & Save PDF 
Forms, Secure Documents with 
Passwords and Permissions, Merge/
Split/Assemble Documents, Add 
Bookmarks, Watermarks, Headers 
and Footers, Access Google Apps 
document services,  Batch Process 
Multiple PDFs, Advanced PDF 
Splitting & Merging, Precision 
Measuring Tools, Digitally sign PDF 
Preflight PDF with PDF/X Profiles

DiscLabel
Create a design for a disc, jewel 
case, booklet and more in one step. 
Import your iTunes track 
information right into your label 
design. Browse your iPhoto library. 
Places pictures from iPhoto into 
your jewel case insert design.

SOHO Print Essentials
Fastest way to produce professional-
looking documents. Design and 
print labels, envelopes, letterhead, 
fax covers, invoices, and address 
books.

SOHO Business Cards
Fastest way to design and print 
professional-looking business cards.

SOHO Labels
Design and print professional labels 
and envelopes. Its next generation 
design eliminates the headaches 
typically associated with label and 
envelope printing.

SOHO Signs
Part of the Avery Sign Kit, it is the 
fastest way to design and print 
professional signs.

iScrapbook
Digital scrapbook tool designed for 
both novice and professional 
scrapbookers. Its class-leading 
assortment of design tools are 
sophisticated, yet so easy to use 
that everyone can achieve stunning 
results.

iScrapBox
Easiest way to manage your digital 
scrapbooking artwork. You can 
quickly browse and search high-
quality image kits and open selected 
images in popular applications such 
as Adobe Photoshop & iScrapbook.

iStudio Publisher 
Produce professional looking 
adverts, magazines, brochures, 
reports, newsletters, greetings cards 
without having to learn 
overcomplicated design applications.

Combine PDFs
Simple, lightweight script to 
combine PDF files. Add them to the 
order that you want them combined 
in, choose your compression, and 
you’ll find a brand new PDF file on 
your desktop in no time.

CalendarMaker 5
Flexible presentation calendar 
creation for your newsletter, your 
Web site, your school, your church, 
your club, your team, your 
refrigerator... your anything.

Easy Envelopes
Create picture-perfect envelopes 
every time. Integrates with your 
Address Book and supports printing 
on any size envelope. Just click on 
the Print stamp, and a perfectly 
formatted envelope will emerge 
from your printer seconds later. 
Even supports printing on both the 
front and back of an envelope, 
allowing you to put the return 
address on the back for an added 
touch of class.

MLayout
The DTP application for the rest of 
us. If your creativity is limited by 
your apps, break free and take it to 
the next level.

Listing continues…

ImageBuddy
Digital image layout program that is 
quick and easy to use. Grade and 
sort images. Export images sized for 
emailing. Cropping, masking, and 
overlays - Page caption, image 
name - Quick image identification 
Create event pages (great for school 
sport pictures)

Easy Card
Create and send professional quality 
greeting cards for all occasions, 
right from your home computer. 
Send your greeting cards via regular 
surface mail or via e-mail. Use the 
built in envelope system to create 
envelopes for your cards, when 
sending via surface mail. 

Snapshot
Brings the power of a photo lab to 
you computer. Have full control over 
the print size and how you want to 
crop and frame your picture. Add 
borders and speech bubbles for 
more interesting and personal 
prints. Multiple layout styles allow 
you to get just the prints you want!

iWatermark
Protect and secure your photos—by 
watermarking artwork, digital 
photos and other images, that you 
can then put on the web or send via 
email.

Watermarks
Tool for creating watermark-
imprinted PDF files. And for extra 
security, you can rasterize your PDF 
document, eliminating the editable 
text completely.

textsoap
Find and remove unwanted, 
extraneous, text. It is the only text 
cleaning utility that maintains 
formatting while it cleans up the 
underlying text.

Addressix
Print Envelopes Quickly! Common 
addresses only a few keystrokes 

away. Bar codes for faster delivery. 
Integrates with Address Book 
Custom envelope sizes — perfect for 
greeting cards. Never forget to 
choose “Manual Feed” again! Print 
multiple envelopes

BookLightning
Impose PDF files into booklets, 
either for further processing or to 
print directly on a duplex or non-
duplex printer. For non-duplex 
printers, it splits the front and back 
pages, allowing two-sided booklets 
to be printed in two passes.

CocoaBooklet
Create a booklet out of a PDF file. A 
booklet is book that is bound in the 
middle. The bottom line is that you 
simply print your booklet, staple it 
by the middle, fold it in two and you 
have a book! This is also known as 
"imposition".

DropWatermark
Watermark your images quickly and 
easily. You just configure your 
watermark and then can create new 
watermarked images quickly.

Formulate Pro
Helps you open and write on PDF 
documents. You can fill out any PDF 
form document, drop in graphics, 
scribble with the mouse or a tablet, 
save and print. 

Imprint
Printing labels and envelopes just 
got a whole lot easier. You're four 
steps away from printed labels or 
envelopes: 1) Choose addresses 
from the Mac OS X Address Book 2) 
Select a label template or envelope 
size 3) Select a typeface and font 
size and 4) Click "Print"

Label Printer Pro
Drag and Drop simplicity with many 
popular label formats. Includes plain 
paper labels for removable media 
cases (jewel cases and j-cases). 
Now generates serial numbers too! 

PDFClerk
Join multiple PDF documents 
together, rearrange the page order, 
delete individual pages, impose 
multiple pages onto a sheet of 
paper and rotate pages on imposed 
sheets with ease and flexibility. Print 
registration, bleed and crop marks 
and color and gray-tint bars on 

imposed pages for proofing and 
trimming. Add text and graphics to 
blank and/or existing PDF pages. Fill 
out forms with your choice of fonts 
and styles. 

PDFKey Pro
Unlock PDF documents protected for 
printing and copying when you've 
forgotten your password. Lock PDF 
document with a password, restrict 
usage permissions on your 
documents. 

PDFLab
Lets you split and join PDF 
documents as well as insert images 
and blank pages. You will also be 
able to easily create PDF documents 
out of several images.

PDF Shrink
Reduces the size of PDF files 
created by Mac OS X, Adobe 
Acrobat Distiller and other 
applications. Compresses images 
within the PDF file and also remove 
unused elements such as metadata 
and thumbnails, eliminate duplicate 
images, compress non-image parts 
of a PDF file and optimize the 
resolution of the images.

Portraits & Prints
Complete solution for turning digital 
photographs and scanned images 
into high quality prints. Digital 
photographs can be quickly 
imported and arranged for output 
on your color printer. Modify 
brightness, contrast, sharpness, and 
saturation. Red eye reduction, 
cropping, and rotation make it easy 
to fix up photos. Add balloon 
captions or text to truly personalize 
your photos.

The applications supplied on these 
Discs are supplied as is and we make 
no representations regarding the 
applications nor any information related 
thereto. Any questions, complaints or 
claims regarding the applications must 
be directed to the appropriate software 
vendor. Various different license types 
apply. Some 
titles require 
further 
payment direct 
to the 
application 
publisher to 
enable the full 
feature sets 
and functions.
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$10

Festive Fun Volume II
3000+ pieces of Christmas Clip Art

Colour + Black & White images, Animated Images & Borders

990+ pieces of Christmas Music

Vocal, Instrumental, MIDI & Audio Books…Plus Videos

880+ Christmas Card & Gift Tags

Templates for Word, Pages Photoshop, GIF & PDF

600+ Christmas Activities
Christmas Colouring Sheets, Recipes & Craft Activities

300+ Christmas Fonts
TrueType, ready for use in virtually any application

35+ Christmas Applications 

Games, Icons, Widgets, Screen Savers & Desktop Decorations

30+ Christmas Stories
Supplied as PDF - some double as colouring Sheets.

Note: The applications and data supplied on this disc are supplied as is. Whilst the majority of 

the items on this disc are in the Public Domain, some data or applications may have license 

terms that require additional payment  or acknowledgments to obtain full functionality or use. 

Please read the appropriate Read Meʼs or documentation for full terms and conditions.

A massive collection of Festive Fun for all ages to 

help celebrate and enjoy the Festive Season

Even Santa could use this Disc 

15$

Festive Celebrations

Two Discs combined into a single volume

15$
DVD
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Where to Purchase the 
Discs of the Month

You can purchase the Discs of 
the Month from the following 
Australian Apple User Groups:

AMUG Sydney
Apple-MAQ/Lions Club
AUSOM Incorporated
BEAUT
Bundy Mac User Group
Byron Shire Mac User Group
Central Victorian Macintosh Users Inc
ClubMac
Coffs Harbour Mac Users Group
Gold Coast Apple Users Group
iMug
MacTalk Hunter
South Australian Apple Users Club

Disc of the Month CDs have a RRP of $10, with DVDs costing $15. However, many 
of these User Groups allow you to purchase the Discs of the Month from their meetings 
- often at a discount; or you can order via the web, postal mail, fax or telephone. 
Occasionally, special bundles are offered by the User Groups as well, so keep an eye on 
their websites.

AppleUsers.org would like to gratefully acknowledge and sincerely thank Niche 
Media, the publishers of Australian Macworld, for supporting the Disc of the Month 
project by providing us with the server space and bandwidth to store and distribute the 
Golden Master Disc Image and support files to the participating Apple User Groups each 
month. 

Baen CD-ROM Library
The Mission of Honor Disc

Free

Includes over forty full 

novels including, the ten 

Honor Harrington novels, 

4 Honor Harrington 

Anthologies, 3 Bahzell 

books, 3 Dahak books, 4 

Empire of Man books, 5 

stand-alone novels, 4 

Starfire novels in several 

formats, including ePub.

http://homepage.mac.com/sydamug/amugmembers/disc/orderform-nonmem.html
http://applemaq.qld.lions.org.au
http://www.ausom.net.au/discofthemonth
http://www.beaut.org.au/tips.html
http://www.bundymac.org/Bundy_MUG/Welcome.html
http://bsmug.ozshop.net/entry.php?entid=66
http://www.cvmu.net
http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/coffs_mac_users
http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/coffs_mac_users
http://gcappleusers.webs.com
http://www.imug.com.au
http://www.saauc.org.au/home.php
http://www.saauc.org.au/home.php
https://niche.com.au
https://niche.com.au
http://www.macworld.com.au
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Also Available
In addition to the Festive Celebrations DVD,  the Double–CD set of Publishing House II 
and the free Baen’s CD Library listed elsewhere in this issue, you may also be interested 
in these Disc of the Month titles as well.

Ultimate iLife & iWork 
Companion

A Double-DVD set with over 8GB of useful 
resources for use with Apple’s iLife & iWork 
suites, that includes:

 • 30,000+ Clip Art Images
 • 14,000+ Music Pieces including Clips, Bumpers, Sound 

Loops & GarageBand Loops
 • 8,000+ TrueType Fonts
 • 2,200+ Shapes, Buttons & Lines
 • 1,800+ Sound Effects
 • 500+ Templates & Themes for Keynote, Pages & Numbers
 • 300+ Photographic Images
 • 80+ iMovie Plug-ins
 • 40+ Video Clips
 • 20+ Themes for iDVD & iWeb

Cards, Boards & Dice
A Double-CD set containing hundreds of 

different Card Games, Board Games and Dice 
Games to play in solitude, against computer 
opponents and even against human players across 
the internet…
Say goodbye to your spare time, and not so spare time;

Cards & Puzzle Fun
A CD with Dozens of interesting card & compelling puzzle 

games to play in solitude or against humans.

Kid’s Games
Kid’s Games Disc Label.pdf
Fun Times While Learning for Kids of ALL ages.

Feedback on the DotM titles
We welcome readers feedback on existing titles and encourage suggestions on 

possible future titles that we could compile and release.
Use the AppleUsers.org Contact Form and select “Disc of the Month Feedback” as the 
contact.

Cards,Boards
&

Dice

Disc 2
Card

s,

Boar
ds

&

Dice

Disc 
1

Cards & Puzzle Fun

UltimateiLife & iWorkCompanion
Disc 2

Ultimate

iLife & iWork

Companion

Disc 1

Kid's

Games

Fun Times While Learning
for Kids of ALL ages.

http://www.appleusers.org/about
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Discounts for AppleUsers Spotlight Readers
AKVIS MULTIBRUSH — 20% DISCOUNT 

An all-in-one photo 
enhancement and portrait 
retouching solution that is a real 
laboratory, in which you can edit 
a portrait, restore an old image, 
paint funny details on a photo 
or create an image from scratch. 
The program offers two sets of 
tools — Standard and Artistic 
Brushes.

Featuring a collection of 
healing and enhancement 
brushes, cloning and stamping 
tools, AKVIS MultiBrush helps 
artists, photographers and 
home users to perform portrait 
enhancement, retouch image 
flaws and remove unwanted 
objects from digital pictures. 
Available as a stand-alone 
product or a plug-in for Adobe 

Photoshop, AKVIS MultiBrush removes wrinkles, scars, 
scratches, and enhances imperfect skin on portraits in 
the most natural way. Spots, stains, and dust are easy to 
mask and remove.
Discount Code: AppleUsers
Learn more about AKVIS MultiBrush 

GET 20% DISCOUNT  
ON ALL AKVIS PRODUCTS! 

CHUZZLE — 15% OFF  
CUTE, CUDDLY AND EXPLOSIVE! 

Rating: G Slide cute, cuddly chuzzles 
to match three or more, and make 
these googly-eyed furballs explode 
with happiness! Laugh along with 
them as they squeak, shiver and burst 
in a frenzy of points and cascading 
combos. Once you start popping 
chuzzles, you won’t want to stop! 

Classic, Speed, Zen and 
Mindbender modes for maximum fun! Rainbow Chuzzles, 
Giant Chuzzles, Super Chuzzles and more! Hilarious 
special Chuzzle animations and vocals! Funky musical 
soundtrack and raucous retro sound fx! Intuitive interface 
and PopCap’s classic addictive gameplay! Earn trophies 
and make your mark in the Hall of Fame!
Minimum System Requirements: 

 • Mac OS X 10.2.8 or later
 • Power Mac G3 or better processor
 • 128MB of RAM
 • 22MB free hard drive space
 • Minimum 16MB of video RAM recommended
 • CD or DVD drive

PICA Order Code: MS76
Normally $19.95, AppleUsers Spotlight readers can 
purchase Chuzzle for $16.96
More info on Chuzzles @ PICA

SPECIALS FROM  
PICA AUSTRALIA

Shop @ the
AppleUsers.org Store

www.appleusers.org/store

•Apple Products
• Internet Services
•Gadgets & Toys
…and lots more

http://akvis.com/en/multibrush/index.php
http://pica.com.au/SOFTWARE/Edutainment/Chuzzle.HTM
http://www.appleusers.org/store
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VMware FUSION — 
 15% Off 

Run the most demanding Mac and Windows 
applications side-by-side at maximum speeds 
without rebooting. With over 50 new features and a 
new ultra-fast Migration Assistant for Windows, it’s never 
been easier to run Windows on your Mac. 
RUN THE APPS YOU NEED ON THE MAC YOU LOVE  
Using a Mac doesn’t mean abandoning your Windows 
applications and devices. Ditch your PC and safely 
run your favorite Windows programs alongside Mac 
applications, and keep using your Windows-only devices 
on your Mac. Also optimized to offer the best Windows 
applications performance without impacting the power 
of your Mac, VMware Fusion delivers best-in class 
graphics support for Windows, including the latest Aero 
animations in Windows 7 and advanced 3D graphics for 
avid gamers. 
System Requirements 

 • Any Intel Mac
 • Minimum 1GB of RAM (2GB RAM recommended) 
 • 700MB free disk space for VMware Fusion & at least 

5GB for each virtual machine 
 • Mac OS X 10.5.8 or Mac OS X 10.6 or later 
 • Operating system installation media (disk or disk 

image) for virtual machines. Note: Microsoft Windows 
Not Included

 • To experience Windows Aero 3D graphics, you will 
need the following graphics hardware: ATI Radeon 
2600 or better OR NVIDIA GeForce 8600M or better

A free trial version of VMware Fusion is also available to 
download. PICA Order Code: VM001R
Normally $109.95, AppleUser Spotlights can purchase 
VMware Fusion for only $93.46
More info on VMware Fusion @ PICA

HOYLE CARD GAMES 2010 —  
15% off
The #1 All-Time Best Selling Card Game 
Gets Even Better! 
Step up to the best deal in town and test 

your skill… Shuffle the cards and deal yourself in to the 
greatest card games of all time.

HOYLE drops you right into the action with over 150 
classic games, official rules, tips and strategies. From 
classic games like Cribbage to new favorites like online 
Texas Hold’em. Plus there are Hearts, Bridge, Crazy 
Eights, Gin Rummy, Omaha Hold’em, Pinochle, Rummy 
500, and with many more HOYLE Card Games 2010 has 
something for everyone. All games are based on the 
official rules from HOYLE, the authority for over 200 years! 
Interactive computer opponents with multiple skill levels 
to challenge everybody or play together on the same 
computer and challenge your friends and family for 
bragging rights. Alternatively, join the free ROYAL SUITE, 
where you will be able to play and socialise with other 
Hoyle fans online!
Minimum System Requirements:

 • OS X 10.4.10-10.5.4 Intel Core Solo processor or better
 • 1.5 GHz or higher processor
 • 512 MB RAM
 • 64MB VRAM (Intel GMA chipsets supported)
 • 3 GB hard drive space
 • DVD-ROM drive
 • 33.6 Kbps modem or faster and internet service 

provider account required for internet access. 
Broadband internet service recommended.

PICA Order Code: MS91
Normally, $29.95, AppleUser Spotlight readers can 
purchase Hoyle Card Games 2010 for $25.46
More info about Hoyle Card Games 2010 @ PICA

informIT.com The TrusTed Technology learning source

User Group Program
informit.com/usergroupwelcome

Save 35% on
Pearson Education Products!

user group members can visit informit.com/store  
to choose products from all of our imprint brands, 
including addison-Wesley Professional, cisco Press, 
exam cram, iBM Press, Prentice hall Professional, 
Que Publishing, and sams Publishing. To begin receiv-
ing the discount on all informiT.com purchases, simply  
follow these easy steps:

1.   go to informit.com/join and sign in or create  
an account

2.  enter the following member code: USERGROUP
3. start saving on informiT.com

http://pica.com.au/SOFTWARE/utilities/vmfusion3.HTM
http://pica.com.au/SOFTWARE/Edutainment/HoylesCard2010.HTM
http://www.informit.com/usergroupwelcome
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Features Include: 
 • Easy to use wizard to help you get started creating 

morphs, warps, and mixes right away
 • Creating an unlimited number of animations
 • Morphing an infinite number of pictures from one to 

another
 • Sharing animations with friends and family seamlessly 

with the built-in email feature
 • Rendering morphs in a variety of popular formats 

including Flash SWF and Animated GIF as well as 
exporting frames in still formats such as JPEG, PNG, 
TIFF, and more

SHARE YOUR ANIMATIONS -  
AMAZE YOUR FRIENDS & FAMILY!

Email your animations using the software’s Share 
Animation™ feature. Before you know it, your animations 
will be forwarded from one person to another! Spice 
up your website or blog. Post your animations and 
videos to sites like Flickr and YouTube, or submit them to 
Animania!, the Morpheus Software blog.

System Requirements 
 • Mac OS X 10.3.9 (Tiger) or higher
 • 400MHz G4 or better or any Intel Macintosh
 • 256MB of RAM

PICA Order Code: ALA075
Normally $49.95, AppleUser Spotlight readers can 

purchase Morpheus Photo Animation Suite for $42.46
More info - Morpheus Photo Animation Suite @ PICA

Morpheus Photo Animation 
Suite — 15% Off
Morpheus Photo Animation Suite 
contains three awesome software 
products, to morph, warp, and mix all 
of your photos!

Photo Morpher: Transform one person or object into 
another right before your eyes.
Photo Warper: Bend and exaggerate portions of photos, 
such as body parts.
Photo Mixer: Blend up faces and mix body parts between 
two photos.

MORPH, WARP, AND MIX EVERYTHING!
Create Hollywood style photo effects, fun slideshows, 

weird distortions, and crazy animations to entertain all 
of your friends and family! Transform into your favorite 
rock star, movie star, or celebrity! Warp your body into any 
shape! Mix animal and human characteristics!

Get Creative! Morph your baby photo into your own 
picture; Transform your wife into her mother or your 
husband into one of the Beatles; See what happens when 
you mix any two celebrity heads together;  Surprise a 
wedding couple by mixing the faces of the bride and 
groom; Show your husband what he would look like if he 
lost some weight or gained more muscle; Transform the 
image of your favorite movie star or musical artist 

Morpheus Photo Animation Suite gives you the power 
to create your own photo morphs, warps, and mixes like 
you have seen in the movies. With easy-to-use tools and 
professional results everyone in your family will enjoy 
using Photo Animation Suite!

HOW TO ORDER FROM PICA
PICA Australia has offered 

readers of the AppleUsers Spotlight 
a 15% discount off any software 
product they carry. (Accessories and 
consumables aren’t eligible)

To place your order you can either email PICA or fax them 
on 03 9336 4336, listing the;

 • Product Name
 • Order Code (if known)
 • 15% Discount Coupon: AppleUsers
 • Your name
 • Your Shipping Address, including Postcode
 • A contact telephone and/or email address

These discounts are 
available to all readers of the 
AppleUsers Spotlight.

http://pica.com.au/SOFTWARE/Creativity/MORPHEUS.HTM
mailto:orders%40pica.com.au?subject=Order%20with%20AppleUsers%20Spotlight%20Discount
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Apple User Group Discounts
Contact your local Apple User Group  
for the Discount Codes to these offers.  
To find your local User Group please see  
Page 79.

HOME INVENTORY: 25% OFF 
Home Inventory, a Macworld GemFest 2010 pick, 

is designed to help easily create and maintain an up-to-
date inventory of the items and collections in any home. 
Knowing what you own, how much it’s worth and being 
able to offer proof of possession is crucial when filing an 
insurance or police report. Home Inventory keeps track 
of this information and also serves as a record keeper for 
important information such as warranties, repair histories, 
and digital copies of owner’s manuals for your items.

Regularly priced at US$34.95, this user group special price is US$26.22. Free trial version 
also available. Valid through December 31, 2010. Home Inventory

SELECTED WILEY BOOKS – 40% OFF
Wiley Publishing has 29 Apple product 

books on special offer, from “Beginning 
iPhone SDK with Objective-C” to “Teach 

Yourself VISUALLY Macs”. Retail prices range from US$12.99 to US$39.99. 
Apple User Group members get 40% off when buying 5 titles together.
Valid through December 31, 2010. www.wiley.com

EZCAPES IPHONE 3G/3GS COVERS – 50% 
DISCOUNT

Ezcapes LLC designs, manufactures, and distributes 
products to protect iPhones and iPads. Since 2009, 
our factory has been a leading supplier for companies 
including Disney, Ed Hardy, and Paul Frank.

Apple User Group members are eligible to purchase the iPhone 3G/3GS cases 
for US$9.99. Each iPhone case, normally priced at US$19.99, includes a FREE Screen 
Protector. Valid through December 24, 2010. www.ezcapes.com

COMPUTER MEMORY, FLASH 
DRIVES, HARD DRIVES – 15% OFF

EDGE Tech Corp, an ISO 
9001:2008-certified company founded in 
1986, is a leading supplier of computer 
memory upgrades, portable computing 
products, storage devices, and other 
experience-enhancing technology solutions.

Apple User Group members receive 15% off all Apple memory upgrades, portable 
hard drives, flash drives and more at EDGE Tech Corp. Valid through December 31, 2010.

Apple Memory Upgrades
Portable Hard Drives
Flash Drives

http://binaryformations.com
http://au.wiley.com/WileyCDA/Section/id-406720.html
http://www.ezcapes.com
http://www.edgetechcorp.com/memory/apple-memory.asp
http://www.edgetechcorp.com/storage/portable-hard-drives.asp
http://www.edgetechcorp.com/usb-flash-drives
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ALL ELTIMA MAC PRODUCTS: 20% DISCOUNT
These made-for-Mac products allow you to decompile 

Flash, extract SWF elements from Flash movies, compress 
SWF files without quality loss, playback your favorite 
media files, sync your Mac with numerous devices, 
manage your downloads, and recover PDF passwords 
– all of that you can do with the help of Eltima software 
solutions for Mac.

Flash Decompiler Trillix
Flash Optimizer
Elmedia Player
Syncmate (powerful sync tool)
Folx Downloader
Recover PDF Password
Flash’in’App

BMUG manuals for Mac enthusiasts
Bellarine Mac User Group offers easy-to-read manuals focussed on real-world topics 

Unlike other bulky computer books, our coil-bound colour manuals, illustrated with screenshots, will sit open 
beside you on the desk as you master essential fields of Mac knowhow. Learn more about Pages; Safari; iMovie 
HD; Photoshop and many other topics...  Click to go to the BMUG website. There you’ll see a list of all the 
available titles, and you can purchase your choice by PayPal. We will mail any 3 titles to Australian addresses 
for $AU20, or mail any 2 to an overseas address for $AU20.

These Mac products usually range from US$19.95 – 
US$399.95, and with special user group pricing will be 
reduced to a range of US$15.96 – US$319.96 Try before 
you buy versions are also available for downloading.

Valid through December 31, 2010.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
The above discounts were bought to you by the Apple 
User Group Advisory Board and are valid for members of 
Apple User Groups only.
Be sure to subscribe to the Apple User Group Market 
Report podcast. The AUG Market Report and Resource 
blog are great sources for information about Apple User 
Groups, vendor discounts, special events, interesting 
reviews, stimulating training and more.
For public information about vendor offers and more 
visit: Apple User Group Resources

http://mac.eltima.com/swftofla-converter.html
http://mac.eltima.com/download-manager.html
http://mac.eltima.com/download-manager.html
http://mac.eltima.com/pdf-password-recovery.html
http://mac.eltima.com/cocoa-framework.html
http://appleusergroupresources.com
http://www.appleusers.org/store/apple-australia/


http://www.appleusers.org/au
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Eye caramba! 

Eye Caramba!
Steve Welsh

Y OU’VE HEARD THE ADAGE: “The eyes are the 
windows to the soul.”

Our eyes can convey an intense, broad range 
of emotions; even by themselves they are capable of a 
strong and amazingly clear avenue of communication. 
Not a word needs speaking. But we get the message. 
This is a salute to the human brain, of course, and yet 
this silent dialogue is by far no limit to what our eyes 
and brain are capable of. Sometimes only the vision of a 
scene—even if it’s only two-dimensional—is powerful or 
moving enough to change our mood, our emotions.

For this reason, a simple desktop image filling your 
screen shouldn’t be taken for granted.

Eye candy? Hardly.
Instead, you serve yourself well—yes, even to the 

extent of your health and well-being—to put some 
thought into the desktop images you choose to fill your 
Macintosh screen (and your Apple mobile devices, too).

Consider this: today’s generation probably stares on 
a daily basis into a computer screen or mobile device 
almost as much as the previous generation did into 
television sets.

Although it may be a small shift in mood, I’ve often 
use selected seasonal desktop images to compensate 
for a lack of real season. If there is no snow outdoors 
to officially mark the winter or Christmas or Hanukkah 
season, I can then dress up my Mac screen with a wintery 
image, and even use small apps to artificially “make it 
snow” onscreen or line the screen edges with Christmas 
tree lights or holly. And my mood does change, I feel 
more “into” the holiday and winter season.

But I use desktop images to alter reality when needed, 
too, instead of emulate it.

If a winter season outdoors brings a more depressing 
combination of barren trees and grey skies for too long, I 
switch desktop images to bring before my eyes a majestic 
splash of colorful fall leaves or an image of a lush, green 
valley dotted with purple flowers or yellow-lined trees. 
Scientists and health experts have long agreed that to 
better fend off gloomy winter depressions, especially for 
those of us who are more susceptible to such, you should 
increase the lighting in your house or even string multi-
colored “Christmas” lights up. This solution holds just as 
true on our Mac screens.

Of course, what we decide to fill our digital frames 
edge to edge with does not have to be limited to outdoor 
scenes to affect our spirit. I think most of you would agree 
that running a desktop slideshow of images featuring 
family members or dear friends certainly brightens our 
hearts and keeps these blessings in our lives nearer to 
mind.

And the frequency of switching images is as flexible 
as your needs. Remember, on your Mac you can 
automatically rotate (by minutes, hours, per day, etc.) 
desktop images in a folder:

With this power of visually changing our emotions 
for the better now established, a few introductions are in 
order …

THE MICHAELANGELOS OF DIGITAL ART
It’s basically understood:  image quality and more 

so enjoyability, whether it is digital art or a photograph, 

are certainly subjective. Individual preference or taste 
dictates no one image will satisfy everyone. But as 
examples, I would like to introduce you to a couple of my 
favorite digital artists (both offer free and paid versions 
of their creations), and to the work of two wonderful 
photographers.

First, you should check out the talent of Ryan Bliss at 
DigitalBlasphemy.com

System Preferences > Desktop & Screen Saver > Change Picture

http://www.digitalblasphemy.com
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Ryan Bliss DIGITAL ARTIST
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Eye caramba! 

Digital BLASPHEMY
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I’ve enjoyed Ryan’s work for years. Much of his 
creations revolve around the topics of space or 
astronomy, nature … or a fantasy-like mixture of all of 
the above. Most of it is stunning; for some of his work you 
might swear you were looking at photographs. “I’ve been 
creating computer wallpapers [desktop images] since 
1995. This site contains my entire collection representing 
12 years of work,” Bliss states on his website. Ryan 
amazingly creates versions for dual- and triple-monitor 
imaging, and some of his work is even animated (for 
members).
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Eye caramba! 

Check out Ryan’s Free Gallery 
 (a selected handful he updates 
periodically) and you will see how 
easily you can become a Digital 
Blasphemy follower.
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Eye caramba! 

Next, put on your best (fake) sable 
hat and let’s travel to Russia to visit Vlad 
Gerasimov at VladStudio.com

http://vladstudio.com
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Eye caramba! 

Vlad 
Gerasimov DIGITAL ARTIST
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Eye caramba! 

Vald STUDIOS
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Eye caramba! 

Vlad brings an almost Disney-like wonder to his 
talents; most of his artwork will equally dazzle and please 
small children as well as adults. Vlad’s creations often 
bring big smiles to my face and, well, big smiles usually 
mean I’m in a good mood. But even Vlad’s mysterious 
side will impress. Some of my favorites are enticing even 
by their titles: “Where Smiles Are Born”, “Dream Service 
Providers”, “Above The Clouds” and “Music Eater.”
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Much like shareware, Ryan and Vlad 
offer up a healthy inventory of desktop 
images for you to download for free. They 
don’t have to, but they do. So if you enjoy 
their work, support them as you would 
any artist by buying some of their for sale 
art versions (higher resolutions, unique 
creations) and/or become a member.
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Now, on the photo imagery 
side, let me introduce you to two 
photographers—one of whom you 
may already know, as he is an Apple 
legend.
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Eye caramba! 

Bill ATKINSON
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Eye caramba! 

PHOTOGRAPHER
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 Many of us older Apple fans should remember 
programmer extraordinaire and key member of the 
original Macintosh development team, Bill Atkinson. Yes, 
that Bill Atkinson; creator of MacPaint and HyperCard, 
too. After retiring from Apple, Bill pursued another 
passion of his, photography. Being the tech guy that 
he is, he focused on honing his new efforts in digital 
photography, but also chose to focus his lens on a 
subject that has inspired many artists for centuries: 
nature. If you’ve never sampled Bill’s photography before, 
you are in for a treat. You can find him and his work at 
BillAtkinson.com Atkinson sells most, if not all, of his 
work, so you won’t find a lot of freebies. And yet he did 
create his own iPhone/iPad app** to pitch his gallery of 
work.

http://billatkinson.com
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And last but certainly not least I’d like to introduce 
you to a photographer closer to my neck of the 
woods, David Winston of Ashland, Oregon (USA). You 
can visit him at DavidLorenzWinston.com

DavidLorenzWinston.com
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Eye caramba! 

David LORENZ WINSTON
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Eye caramba! 

PHOTOGRAPHER
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I discovered David and his work 
when he moved to Oregon from 
Pennsylvania years ago, and quickly 
became a fan of his creative eye. 
As one of my minors, I studied art 
photography in college, and later 
expanded my efforts into photo-
journalism. David’s work seems to 
combine both on many levels, so I 
can relate to his visions. When you 
explore the span of David’s artful 
visions on his website, I’m confident 
you will become a fan of his work, 
also.
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At this time David is not converting his photo work 
into desktop or wallpaper images. However, he seemed 
intrigued at the idea of doing so when I requested some 
of his images to splash in this article. As you will see, his 
photography is a vision to enjoy—and would equally 
come alive and shine—on a computer screen.
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Now, before you rush off to Google your eyes out 
looking for amazing desktop images to download or 
buy, we’ll close by enlightening you on other factors 
affecting great imagery …
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AN EVOLUTION OF DIGITAL FRAMES, TOO.
Keep in mind, it’s not just the quality of the artwork 

that enhances a strong visual effect. The increasing 
sharpness and resolution of computer screens today 
plays a large role, too. Apple users of more than a decade 
have seen jumps (on average) of screen resolution from 
640 x 480 pixels to 800 x 600 to 1024 x 768 to, well, 
extremes of Apple’s 27-inch LED Cinema Display at 2560 
by 1440 (resolution capabilities depending on the type/
brand of monitor).

Physical real estate has increased, too (look at Apple’s 
current iMac standards: 21-inch and 27-inch screens). 
Today we have screens more than capable of showcasing 
high-definition (HD) images all across the Mac family and 
through Apple’s mobile devices, the iPhone/iPod touch 
and iPad.

In fact, it’s amazing to see a “second coming” in 
visual quality. Many years ago I wrote an article for a 
technology magazine on the improvements in printer 
quality, specifically resolution output from laser printers. 
Eye specialists (optometrists) seemed to agree that once 
printer resolution reached 800 dots-per-inch (dpi) the 
human eye had a hard time seeing improvements of 
typography beyond that number/resolution.

Today we see the visual benefits of high quality 
displays, expounded even on smaller devices such as 
Apple’s superior resolution Retina Displays on the iPhone 
4 and the latest iPod touch.

And don’t forget the change in format. We’ve gone 
from square monitors (and television sets) to cinema-
scope wide screen, giving us more of a panoramic 
window.

This visual format evolution is globally a good move, 
too, as it brings a more common format across a variety 
of our most popular viewing screens: the bigger than 
life screens in movie theaters (which started this wide-
screen thing in the first place decades ago), the digital 
televisions in our homes, our computers and our mobile 
devices, and yes … even our own two eyes.

Whether you now agree that the changing of a single 
desktop or wallpaper image can affect you as strongly as 
I’ve suggested, well, is ultimately up to you.

But, if we had to vote on this topic, I believe you 
would agree that the “eyes” have it.

Credits
Steve is the Founder and President of Oregon 
MacPioneers User Group (Omug)
Corvallis, Oregon, USA

http://Oregon MacPioneers User Group (Omug)
http://Oregon MacPioneers User Group (Omug)
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